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THE  LOCO THEATRE  
Cleanliness 	Comfort 	Good Orchestra 	Perfect Pictures  

Our Programs may be  
equalled but  

Cannot be Beaten  

UNITED WE STAND  
DIVIDED WE FALL  
UNIONISTS, you know what the above 

means. Whether you are in the Railway 
Service or any other calling, UNIONISM 
and all it stands for deserves your 
UNITED SUPPORT. If you do not give 
it, then you are helping the other side and 
all it stands for, i.e., Cheap Labour and 
Sweated Conditions. The Theatrical 
Employees' Association have fought hard 
in the Arbitration Court for what it has 
got, help them to keep it. 

Never in the history of Australia has 
 the necessity for Unity been greater. 

So pass the word to the boys and your 
families to 

Support The Loco.  

PROGRAMME CHANGED TWICE WEEKLY  

Victoria Street, NORTH MELBOURNE  
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"They are slaves who will not dare 
All wrongs to right, 
All rights to share." 

MANAGERIAL NOTES 
"The Footplate" is published 

monthly. 
All Branch Secretaries and Execu-

tive Officers are empowered to act as 
agents for this journal. Hand your 
contributions, name and address to 
them. We do the rest. 

'Phone, F. 2235. 
Literary.—To ensure publication 

contributions must be in not later 
than 19th of each month Branch 
reports should be in the hands of 
Editor as soon as possible after the 
monthly meeting. Write on one sido 
of paper only. 

Subscribers should see that "The 
Footplate" is sent to their private ad-
dress, and not to Loco. Sheds. Sub-
scribers will be held responsible for 
any failure of delivery due to change 
of address. They should notify Postal 
authorities of any altered addres', 
and forward same also to their 
Branch Secretary. 

JOIN THE 

Loco Self=Denial Fund 
NO ENTRANCE PEE. 

CONTRIBUTIONS 	9d. WEER 
BENEFITS 	 i 2 10 WEEK. 

DEATH LEVY 1/- PER MEMBER 
Over 1000 Members have joined this 

Fund. 
Get a RULE BOOK on joining. 

DO IT NOW AND HELP 
YOURSELF. 

T. DAWSON. Secretary 
19 Tennyson Street, Seddon W 11 

ASSIST YOUR BRANCH 
SECRETARY BY PAYING 

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS 
QUARTERLY. 
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Arbitration Court Case 
Department Object to Comment in 

"Footplate." 
When the hearing of our general 

case was resumed before his Honor 
Judge Drake-Brockman in the Arbi-
tration Court on Monday, April 14, 
1930, Mr. Carolan, Advocate for the 
Victorian Railways Commissioners, 
brought under the notice of his Honor 
matter which appeared in the "Foot-
plate" of April 10, dealing with the 
evidence which had been given by 
Mr. Dickinson. 

His Honor expressed the view that 
the comment in the "Footplate" was 
very improper, so a copy of the tran-
scrip relating to this incident is pub-
lished for the information of members. 

Extract From Transcript of April 
14, 1930. 

(Before His Honor Judge Drake-
Brockman, Melbourne, Monday, 
April 14, 1930, at 2.30 p.m.) 
Mr. Carolan: I desire to draw your 

Honor's attention to some matter 
which appears in the "Footplate" of 
April 10, 1930, relative to the case 
which is before the Court and dealing 
with the evidence which has been 
given by Mr. Dickinson. Mr. Dickin-
son is still before the Court for cross-
examination. The matter is under the 
heading "Arbitration Court Case," 
and, following the introduction, there 
is set out certain evidence given by 
Mr. Dickinson and comments hereon. 

I propose to draw your Honor's at-
tention to the first paragraph, which 
reads:— 

"Strong exception has been taken 
by our Advocate, Mr. A. S. Drake-
ford, M.L.A., to certain untrue 
statements contained in the evidence 
submitted to the Court by Depart-
mental witness, Mr. H. L. Dickin-
son, also to comments made by the 
same person in cross-examination as 
regards the alleged practises 
adopted by the Union and its 
members." 
I take it that it is a matter for the 

Court to determine whether Mr. 
Dickinson has made untrue state-
ments. Mr. Dickinson is still before 
the Court, the case is sub judice, and 
I therefore bring the matter under 
your Honor's notice with a view to 
any action which is deemed to be 
necessary. 

His Honor: Do you suggest that I 
should take any particular action? 

Mr. Carolan: Mr. Dickinson, as 
your Honor is aware, is the chief 
clerk of the Rolling Stock Branch. He 
comes in very close touch with this 
organisation and its members. That 

matter has been circulated broadcast 
throughout the whole of the members 
of the organisation, and we feel that 
it is contempt of Court. That being 
so, we feel that it is a matter of 
which your Honor should take notice. 

His Honor: I will take notice of it 
to this extent. To say that it is very 
improper comment to have made in 
regard to the proceedings before this 
Court and very improper criticism of 
the evidence given by Mr. Dickinson. 
If you want the matter to go further, 
you can proceed with it later. If I 
was satisfied that Mr. Dickinson was 
lying, perjuring himself, I would deal 
with him or have him dealt with. I 
have not given any indication that 
I think anything of the sort, and it 
would be time enough for comments 
of this kind when I have. In the 
meantime, I regard it as very im-
proper comment on the proceedings 
before this Court. 

Mr. Carolan: I am satisfied with 
the view that your Honor has in-
dicated. I brought it under notice 
for two reasons. To let your Honor 
know that such comment was being 
made, and to prevent a repetition. I 
feel that, in view of what your Honor 
has said, the action taken will be 
effective in that regard. 

Mr. Galvin: I would like to say— 
His Honor: I think you had better 

let it drop, unless you are going to 
tell me that it is not likely to occur 
again. 

Mr. Galvin: All I want to tell your 
Honor is that we consider that the 
statements Mr. Dickinson made were 
untrue. 

His Honor: Perhaps so; but there 
was a proper course to take. 

Mr. Galvin: We were taking that 
course. 

His Honor: I have not seen any in-
dication of it yet. 

Mr. Galvin: We asked for the names 
of Mr. Dickinson's informants. 

His Honor: That has nothing to do 
with it. If you are satisfied that Mr. 
Dickinson is committing perjury, there 
is a proper course to take. The pro-
per course is not comment or asser-
tions to that effect in any printed 
publication. This purports to be, I 
take it, a report of the proceedings 
in this Court. 

Mr. Galvin: To a certain extent. It 
is an extract from the transcript. 

His Honor: No, it is not an extract 
from the transcript. However, I 
think you had better drop it and get 
along with the cross-examination. 

Mr. Galvin then proceeded to cross-
examine Mr. Dickinson relating to 
other matters. 
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Extracts from Statements of Departmental Witness  

Mr. Ruglen.  

What your Advocate has to answer.  

s 

ADVANTAGE OF SUPERHEATING 
ON LOCOMOTIVES. 

Before adopting superheaters gen-
erally on locomotives in Victoria, ex-
naustive tests were carried out by  
Departmental engineers (of whom I 
was one) to determine the saving of  
coal and water effected by the use of  

superheaters.  
Two engines of the same class,  

vhich were being constructed at tb'  
workshops, were selected for the tests,  

and one of these engines was fitted  
with a superheater. Before the tests  

were commenced both engines were 
thoroughly "run in" and all necessary  
adjustments made to place them in 
good running order.  

Two trains of a definite weight and 
uniform make-up were utilised in 
each of the tests, which were con-
ducted over a lengthy period, covering 
a variety of weather conditions and 
various classes of running. 

Two crews were selected and speci-
ally trained for the work, and engines 
and crews were interchanged. Each 
engine ran the two trains of each type 
at alternate intervals, and each crew 
controlled each engine in turn. In  
short, everything possible was done  
to eliminate as far as practicable the 
possibility of error. 

I submit hereunder an extract of the 
official results obtained at the comple-
tion of each series of tests. 

Grade of 

	

Goods train on heavy 	
A 

Class of Running. 

	

grades .. .. . • • • • • • • • • 	A      

Coal Used. 

B 

A  

These figures, obtained under condi-
tions as nearly equal as it was pos-
sible to secure, definitely prove that 
there is a noticeable saving of coal on  
superheated engines.  

Technical data obtained on these  
and other tests also established the  
boiler efficiency of each engine, and 
definitely proved that the superheater  
engine possessed the greater margin 
in steaming capacity. 

It is therefore evident that, com-
paring a superheated engine with a  

saturated engine of the same class, 
the Driver on the former is advan-
taged by the higher margin of power 
at his command, and less liability of 
the boiler getting low in water during 
a trip, and the Fireman, by the bettex 
steaming capacity of the boiler and 
th° lesser quantity of coal to be  
shovelled into the firebox for a given  
trip.  

ENGINE TIME TESTS. 
Movements of Union Representatives 
Deliberately Slow and Imitate Slow- 

Motion Pictures. 
An outstanding feature of these  

tests is the very wide difference be-
tween the times taken on those con-
ducted by the Union in comparison 
with the majority of the tests per 
forrned by the nominees of the Com-
missioners. If it be conceded that the 
men carrying out the duties of Driver 
and Fireman on the Union tests are 
competent enginemen, there is no al-
ternative to regarding their perform-
ances as deliberately exaggerated de-
monstrations to bolster up extrava-
gant claims. My impression in wit-
nessing these tests was that whilst 
most of them might be regarded as  
creditable imitations of slow-motion 
pictures, they in no way afford a 
reasonable indication of the time and 
work necessary for the proper prepa-
ration of an engine under every day  

Total Coal Percentage 
Type of 
Engine. 	Trip (Lbs.) in Fuel. 

Used On Saving 

4,272  Saturated 	
3,158 	26'/'  Superheated 	
5,0E4  Saturated 	
3,515 	30%  Superheated 	
5,558  Saturated 	
4,060 	27%  Superheated 	
5,077  Saturated 	
4,039 	21%  Superheated 	

11,004  Saturated 	
8,260 	25%  Superheated  

running conditions. The Court is 
urged to entirely disregard them 
except as illustrations of extreme and 
not very creditable tactics.  

In the preparation of a C class 
engine by Driver Baker and Fireman 
Williames at North Melbourne on 
4/12/29, the time claimed by the 
Union, viz., 75 minutes, could not be 
absorbed, although the movements of 
both men were deliberately slow, as 
indicated by the times taken to per- 

form portions of the work, e.g., 26  
minutes to examine the engine, 21  
minutes to oil round outside the  
engine, and 9 minutes to brush spark  
arresters (which were already thor-
oughly clean). Also six minutes were  
absorbed in obtaining a spark arrester  
crush and 3 minutes in obtaining head  
lamp, both of which were not on the  
engine although engines usually are  
fully equipped in this regard.  

A slightly better performance was  

the preparation of the A2 class  
engine by the same men at North  

Melbourne on 5/12/29, but on this  
occasion also the movements of both  
men were very slow. In this case the  
result of the test did not indicate that  

the time taken-64 minutes—was  
necessary for the work performed, but  

rather that no more time could  
decently be absorbed on the operations  
which were performed. This test was  
a clear illustration that the present  
allowance of 60 minutes is more than  
sufficient for the preparation of a simi-
lar type of engine.  

In Tasmania and South Australia  
toe Departmental tests were carried  

out by men advanced in age who had  

not prepared engines for a number of  
years, and in some eases had not at  
any time previously prepared the type  
of engine used for the test. In each  
case, however, the work was per-
formed within the present Award  
allowances. The result obtained under  
such adverse conditions clearly indi-
cate that regular enginemen can,  
without difficulty, carry out the work  

in considerably less time than is being  
paid for, although they are, of course,  
on the premises for the Award time  
prior to reaching the T.R. Point.  

The Victorian Departmental tests,  
which were conducted under fair con-
ditions, are  ^  reliable, and show defi-
nitely that the existing time allow-
ance of 60 minutes for engines over  
90 tons is more than is necessary for  
the preparation of such engines in a  
reasonable manner by competent  
enginemen regularly performing the  
work. These tests were carried out  
under normal working conditions, but  
Mr. Grace had not, prior to the test  

at Ararat on 29/11/x9, prepared a C  
Class engine, and Mr. Schurer, who  
acted as Fireman in the Seymour test,  
had not previously been engaged on  

the preparation of an S Class engine.  
That the work of Messrs. Schurer  

and Grace on tests subsequent to that  

at Geelong was sound, is proved by  
the fact that the Union representa- 

Goods train on fairly level 	
B track  

Goods train fast schedule 	
B heavy grades .  

Ordinary passenger ser- 
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Lives, who closely observed the t 
could not fault them. It would 
exixemely satisfactory to trie 
agement if the duties were al 
carried out by enginemen with e 
thoroughness. 

A2 and  DU engines form the bu 
thos3 in running in Victoria, and 
extent to which the Departmen 
paying beyond reasonable req 
ments for preparation may be gauged 
by the times revealed in the test at 
Warburton (DD engine-36 minutes), 
and at Ararat (A2 engine-41 min-
utes), which were completed to a 
standard sufficient to more than sat-
isfy any Departmental officer. 

In the test of a C Class engine at 
Ararat on 29/11/29 (55 minutes), it 
must be borne in mind that an engine 
of this class had not been prepared 
by Mr. Schurer for a considerable 
time, nor by Mr. Grace at any time 
prior to the test. In addition, the 
tender tank was more than half 
empty, and it took five minutes to fill 
during the preparation time, which 
is a most unusual condition. Another 
factor which lengthened the time was 
that the engine had been under 
repairs in the shed for two or three 
days immediately prior to the test. It 
is therefore very significant that, de-
spite the adverse circumstances, the 
preparation was fully completed five 
minutes under award time on the class 
of engine to which Mr. Matheson 
specially referred as requiring extra 
time to prepare. 

With regard to the more modern 
types of engine, the result of the test 
is equally favourable to the Depart- 
mental contention that, whether or 
not an award is made on the matter, 
a reduction of the allowance is justi-
fied. The preparation at Seymour on 
26/11/29 of an S Class engine was 
completed in 45 minutes, although, as 
already stated, Mr. Schurer had not 
previously prepared an S Class engine. 
On these engines additional oiling 
points and extra gear to be examined 
are more than offset by the improve-
ments previously outlined, e.g., all 
main engine axle boxes, big and little 
ends and side rods are grease lubri-
cated, and the bogie and trailing truck 
axle poxes are waste packed. As the 
renewal of grease lubrication and oil-
ing of waste packing on these engines 
are attended to by the shed staff, the 
Driver is relieved of a considerable 
portion of the preparation work. 

Although no distinction has been 
made in the Award or asked for in the 
Union claim, there is a definite differ 
ence between the times necessary in 
the preparation of pooled engines in 
the ordinary way and "the time in-
volved when the preparation is done 
by a crew who stabled the same 
engine at the conclusion of its previ-
ous trip. In Victoria this condition is 
fairly common at a number of out-
stations where the same engine crew 
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cases where engines are stabled and 
re-prepared as at Dimboola, allow 
each man the standard preparation 
allowance plus 15 minutes. Under 
existing conditions the allowance is 
therefore 75 minutes to each man, but 
f nave earlier contended the time now 
allowed for preparation is more than 
s reasonably necessary, consequently 
he 75 minutes in such cases would 
enerally provide a margin when the 

men are not necessarily employed. 
Commenting on the Dimboola tests, 

Mr. Matheson stated that objection 
was taken to them mainly because an 
officer of the Department was em- 
ployed to carry out the duties of 
,iriver. He contended that in such 
cases the work is done faster than is 
performed by the men at the depot. 
It is not admitted that it is done any 
faster than it should be . It has been 
pointed out, too, that despite many 
adverse features, the maximum time 
taken on any of the tests was 73 min- 
utes. The allowance conceded is two 
minutes more than that maximum and 
up to 15 minutes in excess of the 
minimum time taken on the tests. It 
is obvious, therefore, that the work 
could be performed much more slowly 
than when the tests are carried out 
and still be within the time allowed. 

At Seymour a test was conducted 
on 20/6/29, to determine the time 
necessary on engine requirements 
within the T.R. point on engines of 
goods trains arriving from Melbourne 
on the forward portion of a round 
trip between Melbourne and Seymour. 
Ttie cases to be covered are those 
where the crew has an interval, over 
and above the time necessary for 
engine work, of at least one hour at 
Seymour. The engine used on the test 
was of the C class, and the total time 
taken was 34 minutes. Having regard 
to the absence of certain adverse fac-
tors which sometimes occur, but which 
were absent from the test, the time 
allowed is•40 minutes. 

The objection voiced by Mr. Mathe-
son to the method of conducting the 
Seymour test was that the engine re-
quirements had not been carried out 
by the Driver who ran the train from 
Melbourne. In this case also six min-
utes are allowed in addition to the 
time taken in the test, and this should 
be more than sufficient to offset any 
reasonable extension of the time taken 
on account of the suggested fatigue of 
the Driver. 

In order to meet the objection of 
the Union in regard to the point 
raised in connection with the Seymour 
test, the Department in the conduct 
of the test at Warburton arranged for 
the officers who were to conduct the 

to actually run the train prior to 
after the re-conditioning. Mr. 
eson's dissatisfaction with this 

ngement, however, has been ex- 
ed on page 7088 of the trans- 
, and appears to be mainly based 

esLs, run the same engine day after day 
be and are thereby considerably advan- 

man- taged in regard to preparation over 
ways enginemen who are employed on a 
qual dinerent engine each day. They are 

in a position to become thorougnly 
lk of familiar with the mechanical conditie,n 

the of the engine, and when stabling and 
t is preparing, the work of examining and i 
uire- 	 t  

g 

oiling can be considerably less than 
with pooled engines. The examina-
tion is usually performed during 
stabling time, and is not repeated 
when preparing. Generally these 
engines run a small mileage daily,

. 

and the oiling consists mainly of top-
ping up boxes and oil cups. The kits 
are left on the engine, notices are re-
ceived direct by the Driver, and 

 '  con-
sequently the time usually taken in 
collecting kits, perusing notice board 
and repair book is obviated., 

The test of a Dd engine at Mount 
Gambier on 30/11/29 illustrated this 
condition, and the fact that the time 
taken on that occasion was 271 min- 
utes as compared with 36 minutes for 
the Driver and 34 minutes for the 
Fireman on a similar engine at War- 
burton on 10/12/29 bears out my con- 
tention that less time is necessary 
under one-engine, one-crew conditions. 

In his evidence on 14/11/29, Mr. 
Matheson referred to tests at Dim-
boola, Seymour and Warburton, which 
were made in accordance with the 
arrangement previously referred to. 

The Dimboola tests on 22nd and 
23rd May, 1929, were rather different 
from the other tests referred. to, as 
they were for the purpose of ascer-
taining a reasonable allowance for the 
dual operation of stabling and re-pre-
paring an engine when carried out as 
a continuous process. In these tests 
Mr. Schurer acted as Driver, and in 
Lach case was assisted by a local Fire-
man. Altogether four tests were 
made, three with an A2 Class engine 
and one with a Dd Class engine, and 
with the exception of blocks on the 
pit, practically every difficulty likely 
to arise at any time occurred during 
thc' tests, including adverse weather, 
dirty pits, incompetency of Fireman, 
congested ash pits  heavy fire, water in 
boxes, slow water crane, defective 
equipment, and thick, cold oil. The 
times taken varied from 60 to 73 
minutes. 

In the case of a crew signing on 
prior to performing this duty or sign-
ing off at its completion, all the opera-
tions of an ordinary preparation are 
performed, and in addition the follow-

- ing duties usually associated with 
stabling:— 

Taking coal and water, 
Cleaning fire, ashpan 
box, test 

Also, there are certain additional and 
movements from point to point of the Math 
engine. The extra time for these arra 
duties, based on the tests, was 15 press 
minutes, and it was decided to, in all cript 
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upon 'the fact that the Department 
did not allow the Union to choose the 
men who snould carry out the test. 
Your Honor has witnessed sufficient 
Union tests to realise the unreliability 
of times taken under such circum-
stances as a gauge of the time 
necessary. 

Mr. Matheson contended that 
certain operations had not been 
carried out, and certain instructions 
had not been observed, which, in his 
opinion, are necessary in connection 
with the work to be done at Warbur-
ton. 1 h position in this regard is 
tnat prior to the tests the Department 
issued a definite instruction to the 
Drivers and Firemen as to the duties 
which were to be performed between 
the first and the second trips under-
taken by an engine, and the whole of 
these duties were properly carried out 
at the tests. Any matters which were 
not included and which were stated 
by Mr. Matheson to have been neces-
sary, are associated with an ordinary 
preparation. They are not required 
oy the Department, and in the circum-
stances would not involve the engine-
men in blame for any trouble or delay 
which occurred on account of their 
omission. The criticism of Mr. 
Matheson in this case therefore indi-
cates that not only does the Union 
desire that time allowances shall be 
fixed solely in accordance with the 
views of the men, but that the Union 
shall also have the right to dictate to 
the management as to the duties 
which should be performed. 

Work Varies in Other States 

In regard to the actual duties to be 
performed, there is a wider interstate 
variation in connection with stabling 
than is the case with preparation, and 
as a consequence the  .  difficulties of 
fixing an allowance for uniform appli-
cation are more pronounced in respect 
of stabling. For instance, in Victoria, 
stabling time includes all the duties 
involved from the time of passing the 
T.R. Point until the engine is left in 
the shed. In South Australia the 
stabling is divided into two sections, 
the first of which includes taking coal, 
sand and water, and the second section 
the examination of the engine, clean-
ing fire, ash pan and smoke box and 
leaving the engine in a roadworthy 
condition on the examination pit. 

Whilst in Victoria placing firewood 
on the engine and putting engine into 
shed are additional on the South Aus-
tralian operations, South Australian 
enginemen are required to replenish 
sand boxes, and at some depots fill 
lubricators, neither of which duties is 
normally required of Drivers or Fire-
men in Victoria. 

New South Wales practice differs 
from that followed in Vicoria and 

South Australia in that, at some 
depots, the taking of coal, although 
performed by enginemen, is not in-
cluded in the stabling time allowed. 
At other depots in New South Wales 
this duty is performed by shed staff. 
Firemen are not required in New 
South Wales within the stabling time, 
to knock down fires, clean out ashpans 
or smoke boxes, whilst the stabling 
allowance covers these duties in Vic-
toria, South Australia and Tasmania. 

It will be appreciated that these 
variations of practice alone render 
very difficult the fixing of a uniform 
time for the performance of the 
stabling duties, if such time is to 
reasonably cover what is actually 
necessary on all systems. 

Electric Loco. Assistants. 
Many Firemen Anxious for 

Appointment. 
There is no doubt that in the past 

the grade of Electric Locomotive 
Assistant, by reason of the light 
nature of the work and better 
working conditions, has attracted 
men up in years who found the 
duties 	of 	a 	Fireman rather 
strenuous and who were glad 
to secure transfer. The popularity 
of the position is indicated by the 
fact that in response to the circular 
read by Mr. Crough, 60 applications 
were received for eight vacancies. 
Promotion from Electric Loco. Assist- 

ant to Electric Train Driver. 
Until comparatively recently, there 

Were only two electric locomotives, 
which were practically confined to 
shunting at Flinders Street and 
Princes Bridge, consequently the nu-
merical strength of the grade of Elec-
tric Locomotive Assistant and the 
circumscribed areas of operation 
rendered it unsuitable as a training 
position for Electric Train Driver. 
The number of  electric locomotives 
has now been increased from two to 
twelve, and they are utilised, in add, 
tion to shunting, on goods trains. 
There are approximately 22 available 
full time positions for Electric Loco-
motive Assistants and, as more sub-
urban goods traffic is handled by elec-
tric traction, additional positions will 
become available. Under the altered 
circumstances, employment as Assist-
ant affords training opportunities 
which should not be neglected, and it 
is felt that future vacancies should be 
filled by younger men, such as Clean-
ers or junior Firemen who (subject to 
qualification) would be eligible and 
accorded preference for appointment 
as Electric Train Driver as opportu-
nity offers. 

It is considered that Cleaners ap-
proaching their turns for promotion 
should be required to definitely decide 

whether they desire to follow the 
steam or the electric running side as 
their future avenue, and that those 
wno chose the electric running side 
should be required to qualify as Elec-
tric Locomotive Assistants in their 
own time by taking advantage of 
classes of instruction, etc., which the 
Department would arrange. 

Under this proposal, the method 
heretofore of filling vacancies as Elec-
tric Train Driver by the transfer of 
qualified Steam Drivers would be dis-
continued and, as far as possible, ap-
pointees to the former grade would 
graduate through Electric Locomo-
tive Assistant. Transfers from the 
steam running staff direct to the 
grade of Electric Train Driver would 
be resorted to only if the supply of 
Electric Locomotive Assistants was at 
any time insufficient to meet require-
ments for Electric Train Drivers. 
Whilst this condition might arise at 
some time through an abnormal num-
ber of retirements by Electric Train 
Drivers, it is estimated that eventu-
ally all vacancies as Electric Train 
Driver could be filled by promotions 
of Electric Locomotive Assistants. 
Advocates Margin Should be Lower 

Than That of Fireman. 
As far as general working condi-

tions are concerned, the Electric Loco-
motive Assistant is greatly advan-
taged over the Fireman by reason of 
his cleaner work, more regular hours, 
better protection from weather, and 
freedom from the inconvenience of 
being booked off duty away from 
home over night. 

I have shown that there is warrant, 
on the grounds of comparative re-
sponsibility, skill, physical exertion 
and working conditions for according 
a lower margin to Electric Locomo-
tive Assistants than to Firemen. 

Your Honor having travelled on an 
electric locomotive and seen the Elec-
tric Locomotive Assistant in the per-
formance of his duties, is therefore 
able to appreciate his value by com-
parison with the Fireman with whom 
you have also travelled on various 
types of engines. 

Electric Train Drivers. 
There are 313 Electric Train 

Drivers at present on the staff, of 
whom 209 are located at the Central 
Depot, Jolimont, and 104 at suburban 
out-stations, as under:- 

Aspendale, 1; Brighton Beach, 6; 
Croydon, 2; East Malvern, 4; Franks-
ton, 6; Lilydale, 1; Port Melbourne. 
2; Sandringham, 8; Upper Ferntree  
Gully, 2; Altona, 2; Box Hill, 6; Co 
burg,  4; Essendon, 6; Heidelberg, 4: 
Mordialloc, 6; Ringwood, 4; St. Kilda. 
4; Williamstown, 4; Ashburton, 3: 
Carrum, 1; Dandenong, 4; Elthani, 
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4; Hurstbridge, 2; Oakleigh, 8; Re-
servoir, 8; Sunshine, 2. 

Out-station Drivers are rostered 
separately at each location and work 
around their local rosters, working the 
same shift each day for a week and 
alternating with other D rivers at the 
same location on other shifts which 
vary according to the number of 
Drivers located at the particular out-
station. At places such as Aspen-
dale, Lilydale and Carrum, where only 
one Driver is located, he works a re-
gular shift which does not vary from 
day to day. 

With the exception of out-station 
Drivers at Altona, Ashburton and 
Hurstbridge, all Electric Train 
Drivers operate trains passing 
through Flinders Street and the bal-
ance of the out-station Drivers run to 
some extent over the same lines as 
Drivers located at Jolimont. 

In rostering of Electric Train 
Drivers at Jolimont, there are three 
distinct rosters, known as sequences 
"A," "B" and "C" respectively, and 
the Drivers on "A" and "B" sequence 
work right around the roster apply- 
ing to those sequences. The number 
of Drivers in each sequence and the 
division of work is as follows:— 

Sequence "A."—Haulage by elec-
tric passenger motor of country 
passenger trains to such places as 
Frankston and Lilydale, and subur-
ban running where the major por-
tion of the shift is occupied in 
actual passenger train running. 

Sequence "B."—Suburban passen-
ger runs. Detaching and attaching 
electric units to trains, etc. 

Sequence "C."—Goods running 
and shunting with electric locomo-
tives, and certain proportion of 
suburban passenger runs. 
The balance of the Jolimont Drivers 

—10—are relieving and available or 
rouseabout men. 

The substitution of electric for 
steam suburban traction was effected 
gradually, and for a time both methods 
were in operation. As the most con-
venient means of absorbing the sur-
plus steam Drivers and effecting a 
smooth transition from the old to the 
new system by having Drivers quali-
fied for employment on both steam 
and electric trains, it was decided to 
accord preference for appointment as 
Electric Train Drivers to suburban 
steam Drivers desirous of transfer. 
At the outset they were permitted to 
retain their then existing rates of pay 
and their existing classification as 
team Drivers. 
Later vacancies in the grade of 

Electric Train Driver were filled as 
they arose by the transfer of the 
senior suitable Driver applicants from 
the steam running staff, who were 
also permitted to retain their existing 
rates. 

Under this method of recruiting all 
vacancies as Electric Train D river 
have been secured by steam Drivers 
on the maximum general class rate, 

and consequently the Commissioners 
have been obliged to pay for all elec-
tric train driving at a common rate—
the maximum—although lower mar-
gins have been prescribed. 

Rats for Electric Train Drivers Too 
High. 

In my evidence on the grade of 
Electric Locomotive Assistant, I ad-
vocated the recruiting of Electric 
Train Drivers as far as possible from 
that grade  and in order to bring the 
remuneration for electric train driv-
ing more nearly into line with the 
value of the work performed, the 
Commissioners are desirous of having 
two classes of Electric Train Driver 
on different rates of pay as claimed 
in the counter ldg. 

Two Classes for Electric Train 
Drivers. 

The intention is that the division 
of work shall be as follows:— 

Class 1.—Driving electric passen-
ger trains and/or parcels coaches 
originating and/or terminating at 
or running through the metropoli-
tan stations at Flinders Street or 
Spencer Street. 

Class 2.—Driving electric passen-
ger and/or mixed trains which do 
not originate or terminate at or run 
through the metropolitan stations 
at Flinders Street or Spencer 
Street. 

Driving electric locomotives. 
Preparing and/or stabling elec-

tric trains and/or electric locomo-
tives. 

Driving associated with the work 
of attaching and detaching electric 
train units or moving trains from 
and to different positions in the 
yard or running them to and from 
the workshops. 
Under this classification, it is esti-

mated that approximately two-thirds 
of the positions in the grade would be 
in Class 1, and the balance in Class 2. 

Your Honor suggested that promo-
tion from Class 2 to Class 1 Electric 
Train Driver would depend upon the 
policy of the Department from time 
to time, but I would suggest that by 
definitely prescribing the class of ser-
vice to which each classification is to  ' 
apply and fixing the margins accord-
ingly the interests of the employees 
can be fully safeguarded. Promotion 
from Electric Loco. Assistant to Class 
2 Electric Train Driver and from 
Class 2 to Class 1 Electric Train 
Driver should be dependent upon full 
time vacancies in the higher grade 
or class, but payment at the correct 
rate for higher class work, when per-
formed temporarily, would be secured 
by a provision on the lines of counter 
log claim, Division 12, Clause 1. 

Comparison of Skill and 'Responsi- 
bility with Steam Drivers. 

The Union witness in Victoria was 
Mr. J. Crough, whose evidence related 
mainly to the duties and working con- 

ditions of Electric Train Drivers on 
the passenger service. He advocated 
that electric train driving should be 
paid for at the highest rate for 
Drivers because it is equal to passen-
ger and express driving, more respon-
sible, and requires more concentration 
than the driving of a steam express, 
similar in its main characteristics to 
steam suburban driving and more re-
sponsible than steam suburban, be- 
cause the speed is greater and the 
braking requires more skill and at-
tention to make a smooth stop. 

Mr. Crough's evidence may, there-
fore, be summarised as an effort to 
establish superiority of electric pas-
senger train driving not only in com-
parison with suburban steam driving, 
but also over all other classes of 
steam driving, including country pas-
senger and express trains. He also 
particularly stressed certain features 
associated with the work of electric 
train driving, as meriting special con-
sideration from the point of view of 
pay. 

Skill and Responsibility. 

Mr. Crough claimed superiority of 
skill for the Electric Train Driver in 
respect of the proper application of 
the Westinghouse brake, and extra re-
sponsibility by reason of the higher 
speed of electric trains, the increased 
number of fixed signals in the subur-
ban area, to which the operations of 
the Electric Train Driver are prac-
tically confined, that more passengers 
are handled with electric trains in a 
given time, and that the Electric 
Train Driver works alone. 

On the other hand, he admitted 
under cross-examination that the 
steam Driver is required to exercise 
a higher degree of skill and respon-
sibility in respect of such matters 
as:— 

Production and maintenance of 
power, with which the Electric 
Train Driver is not concerned. 

Greater liability of a steam en-
gine to mechanical defects. 

Running repairs. (In this con-
nection he admitted that the main-
tenance responsibilities of the Elec-
tric Train Driver are restricted to 
the renewal of defective fuses or 
hose pipes and the removal of 
broken brake rods. He stated that 
the Electric Train Driver learns to 
effect these renewals within his two 
weeks' general training, but ad-
mitted that he does not think a 
steam Driver could learn to deal 
with loco. running defects in that 
time.) 

Necessity for a steam Driver to 
thoroughly understand the various 
classes of engines which he may be 
called upon to drive, and the judg-
ment which he is required to exer-
cise in the operation of his regula-
tor and valve gear and in guiding 
his fireman to get the best results. 

Freedom of the Electric Train 
Driver from the difficulty of main- 
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Analysis of the Time of Electric Train 
tion signal not only gives him an in- Drivers for 12 Months Ended July, 
dication in respect of that section, 1928. 
but shows an All Clear indication only 
when the track is clear for two sec- 	This statement shows in column 1 
tions ahead, and a warning "proceed" that over the 12 months' period the 
indication when the signal for the average time actually running trains 
succeeding section is at danger. 	was 47.8 per cent. of the total time, 

To my mind there is more merit in and that the time which was described 
the contention that the Electric Train by the Chief Judge as not involving 
Driver feels his responsibility to a strain represents 46.9 per cent. of the 
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taining power and keeping to greater extent on account of working 
schedule under such adverse con- alone than in any other factor which 
litions as arise on steam trains Mr. Crough mentioned in connection 
through coal and water troubles. with the Electric Train Driver's work. 
In regard to the operation of the At the same time it must be borne 

brake, Mr. Crough stated that it took in mind that in the area of dense 
him over 12 months after his transfer traffic where the signals are most 
to electric running before he felt corn- frequent, i.e p

t the 	
omatic si  onaeing 

petent to make a good stop, and ap- area, 
 his assumption of the neces- trie passenger trains gives the Elec- 

sity for additional skill is based on trie Train Driver a safety device with 
his own experience, but he seems to which there is nothing comparable on 
have mistaken skill of a different kind 	steam the 

train. Mr. Crough 
state that  

for a higher degree of skill. The Westinghouse brake on electric factor for the public, it does not re- 
trains in Victoria, although similar lieve the Driver of his responsibility. 
in principle, is different in detail from I agree that the Priver is responsible 
that on steam engines, and the method for the correct observance of the in-
of operation is also slightly different. dications exhibited to him by the 
From my knowledge of both types of signals and that he would not be justi-
brake and from actual experience in fled in disregarding a signal merely 
operating them, I consider that the because  pripin

gear is  provided to 

practice or skill required is approxi- prevent his  
mately equal on the same class of 

'train, but in many cases more skilful 
handling of the brake is necessary on 
goods trains with loose coupled 
vehicles of different weight and size 
than on a compact tightly coupled 
train, such as those used on the subur-
ban passenger service. 

Safety Factor Not Reduced Under 
Electrification. 

I contend that despite the higher 
rates of speed at which electric trains 
are run in comparison with the steam 
suburban trains there is no resultant 
increase in the responsibility of the 
Driver, as the braking power of the 
electric train is greater than was the 
case on the steam suburban trains. 
The safety factor is what affects the 
Driver's responsibility, and this has 
not been reduced under electrification. 

Increased Number of Signals Does 
Not Mean Increased Responsibility. 
I disagree also with Mr. Crough's 

contention that the increased number 
of signals in the suburban area is a 
source of increased responsibility to 
the Electric Train Driver in compari-
son with the Driver of steam subur-
ban trains. It is admitted that in the 
inner suburban area where automatic 
signalling has been installed there are 
more signals, but they are of a dif-
ferent pattern, more readily observed, 
and convey a better indication to the 
Driver of the condition of the track 
ahead than was the case with the two 
position mechanical signals which 
they replaced. With a two position 
signal the Driver is given an indica-
tion only in respect of the section 
immediately ahead, but the three posi- 
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total, as shown in columns 2, 3, 4, 6 
and 7. 

The average shunting time shown 
in column 6 is 6.4 per cent. of the 
total, or approximately half an hour 
per Driver per 8 hours. The average 
rate of speed in shunting whilst ac-
tually moving may be taken as 4 
miles per hour, and consequently the 
average mileage represented by the. 
shunting would be approximately 2 
miles per man poi. 8 hours on duty, 
which corresponds with Mr. Crough's 
estimate. 

The statement also indicates in 
column 10 that the average train 
miles per hour of running time is 22 
miles. It is evident, therefore, that 
although electric trains may attain  a 
speed up to 45 miles per hour on por-
tions of a journey, the average over 
all journeys covered by the rosters is 
only about half the maximum. 

The minimum meal interval is 20 
minutes, exclusive of walking time to 
and from the meal room, but, as in-
dicated in column 5 of the statement, 
the average is 5.3  ,  per cent. of the 
total, representing approximately 25?. 
minutes per 8 hours on duty. 

As an indication of what he termed 
an average shift, Mr. Crough referred 
to shift No. 150. The average mile-
age does not exceed 83 per 8 hours 
on duty, and therefore this shift, in-
volving a mileage of 110: in a shift 
of 7 hours 51 minutes cannot be cor-
rectly described as an average shift. 
Comparison Between Electric Train 
Driver and Electric Tram Motorman. 

Your Honor raised the question of 
a comparison between the Electric 
Train Driver and the Electric Tram 
Motorman. 

In this connection Mr. Crough 
claimed that there is no analogy be-
tween the two positions, because of 
the variation in weight between a 
train and a tram. He admitted, how-
ever, that from the point of view of 
operating the power there is very little 
difference and that an air brake is 
fitted in both cases. 

In regard to the greater weight of 
the train, it must be appreciated that 
the braking power of the train is also 
vastly greater. In any case, as the 
train runs on protected lines and the 
tram on the streets, the necessity, 
under normal conditions, for sudden 
stops is not nearly so frequent as in 
the case of the tram. Obviously it 
would be impossible to operate an 

 electric train under the same traffic 
conditions as normally apply in the 
case of the tram. 

Whilst I do not suggest that the 
tram Motorman has responsibility 
equal to that of the Electric Train 
Driver or that he requires the same 
degree of skill, there are certainly 
features associated with the work of 
both positions which are comparable 
and there are factors applying to the 
Motorman's position which are less 
favorable than those of the Electric 
Train Driver. 

Good Case Submitted for Increased 
Rates for Steam Drivers. 

Whilst the rosters for passenger 
Drivers on the electric service provide 
for regular shifts and the Driver 
knows beforehand what shift he is 
likely to be on at any particular time, 
the steam Driver is subject to greater 
irregularity as to his starting and 
finishing times, and in many cases to 
more uncertainty as to the shift which 
he will be required to work even a 
few days ahead. On the suburban 
passenger service there are no shifts 
entailing all night work as occur on 
many steam Drivers' shifts, and no 
liability to being booked off overnight 
away from home. The Electric Train 
Driver has also cleaner conditions 
than the steam Driver; is not subject 
to the same heat, and is better pro-
tected' from weather. In addition, the 
electric Driver has a wider choice of 
suburbs in which to live than the 
steam Driver, as a Jolimont Driver is 
generally able to travel to and from 
any suburban terminal and his work-
point by train, and in every case he 
is able to travel at least one way by 
train on any shift. 

Whilst the Driver on the electric 
train is relieved for a definite meal 
interval arranged mainly between the 
third and fifth hours of duty daily, 
no such arrangement is reasonably 
possible on steam engines in the 
majority of cases. The conditions on 
the steam service also necessitate in 
many cases the working of longer 
shifts than any on the electric run-
ning, as indicated in the evidence of 
Mr. Dickinson. 
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Class 2 Electric Train Driver Should 
Receive 2/- Per Day Less Than Steam 

Driver. 
I have indicated that, on the grounds 

of comparative skill required, respon-
sibility and general working condi-
tions, I regard the Electric Train 
Driver as below the steam D river. In 
my opinion the difference of 1/- per 
day provided in the counter claim 
correctly expresses  .  the difference in 
the maximum value. of the two posi-
tions. The work of a Class 2 Electric 
Train Driver under the proposed 
classification would, I consider, be 
sufficently inferior to Class 1 to justify 
a difference on the maximum of 1/ 
per  day. 

It is felt by the Commissioners that 
the Court will appreciate this, and•re-
frain from imposing any restrictions 
in this regard. 

Insufficient Time Allowed to Prepare 
Three-Car Units. 

Tests carried out on three-car units 
have shown that the time allowed-10 
minutes—is barely sufficient, and I 
have no objection to supporting an 
extension where such units are pre-
pared singly. Tests have indicated 
that three minutes are ample to cover 
the additional time under average 
conditions and the Commissioners are 
prepared to concede up to 13 minutes 
in such cases. There is no justifica-
tion for the granting of five minutes 
as suggested in the Claim, neither is 
there any warrant for the men con-
cerned assuming that they are under 
any disability at present, because the 
Commissioners are conceding them 
substantial time paid for and not 
worked. 

Mr. Crough stated also that as part 
of the stabling duties the D river is 
required to examine axle boxes, brake 
gear, brake pistons, springs and un-
dergear. This statement is rather 
overdrawn as the Driver is not ex-
pected to examine brake piston travel, 
brake gear or undergear when stab-
ling a train. He is expected to re-
port defects or faults in connection 
with these portions of the train which 
he has discovered during running. Re-
plying to a question by your Honor 
in connection with this matter, Mr. 
Crough admitted that the examination 
of springs, brake pistons and under-
gear consists merely of a casual glance 
as he walks along the train. His ex-
amination of axle boxes is confined to 
feeling the boxes to detect any over-
heating. 

As in the case of the existing pre-
paration time allowances in Victoria, 
the present stabling allowances have 
been fixed after test under working 
conditions, and have been in operation 
for many years without protest by the 
Union, consequently there is no justi-
fication for the extension of 10 minutes 
as claimed. 

Apart altogether from the adequacy 
or otherwise of the existing allow-
ances, however, I consider that, as in 

the case of the preparation time, this 
a matter upon which the Court 

should not award. 
• 

Union Stands for Steam Drivers 
R?ceiving Preference for Electric 

Train Drivers' Positions. 
Although Mr. Drakeford and Mr. 

C• ough expressed strong objection to 
any suggestion to alter the existing 
m - thod of recruiting Electric Train 
Drivers from qualified Steam Drivers, 
Mr. Crough failed to advance any 
good reason in favor of the continu-
ance of the present method. He 
stated that the steam training is the 
ground work on which the ability to 
perform the duties of Electric Train 
Driver successfully has been based 
and that he has no doubt that the 
,.uccess of the electric service is due 
to the previous train driving experi-
ence of the Electric Train Drivers. 
He urged that the Steam Driver's 
knowledge of the Westinghouse brake, 
roads and signals and train running, 
including his judgment of speed, ren-
dered him more suitable than any 
other employee for training as an 
Electric Train Driver. 

Objects to Payment for Period of 
Tuition. 

Up to the present full rates of pay 
have been accorded employees during 
the whole of the training period prior 
to qualification. The system, al-
though perhaps justified during the 
period of transition from steam to 
electric running, is unduly expensive, 
and under the method of recruiting 
which I have suggested by which em-
ployees would pass through the grade 
of Electric Loco. Assistant, it is con-
sidered that the employee, who, will 
obtain the advantage by promotion to 
a higher grade, would be required to 
Qualify in his own time as is done in 
the case of the steam running staff. 

Experience as Steam Driver Not 
Essential. 

I contend that the years of experi-
ence as a Steam Driver are not neces-
sary in qualifying as an efficient Elec-
tric Train Driver and that the time 
has arrived when a change in the 
method of recruiting should be made. 
Commissioners Responsible for Safety 

of All Trains. 
Responsibility for the safety of 

every train whether steam or electric 
is reposed in the Commissioners, and 
logically the retention of such respon-
sibility must be dependent upon the 
Commissioners having absolute free-
dom to determine the methods of re-
cruiting and training of employees en-
trusted with train running. 

CLAIM No. 39.—PREPARING AND 
STABLING ELECTRIC TRAINS 

AND RELIEF ALLOWANCES. 
39/3.—Drivers and helpers shall be 

paid an allowance exclusive of any 
time allowed for walking to and 

from signing on points or time 
required by transportation branch 
for preparing electric 'engines for 
service of 25 minutes. 

In this case also the present allow-
ance of 20 minutes for the prepara-
tion of an electric locomotive has been 
fixed after investigation by respon-
sible officers, and although it has been 
in operation for some years it was 
admitted by Mr. Crough that he does 
not knew of any representations hav-
ing been made to the Department re-
garding its inadequacy. 

In preparing an electric locomotive 
the Driver has with him an Electric 
Locomotive Assistant who is also paid 
20 minutes preparation allowance. 

The assistant performs certain por-
tions of the work allotted to him by 
his Driver, but the extent of these 
duties is not uniform in all cases. In 
my opinion 20 minutes' allowance is 
reasonable for the performance of the 
whole of the duties by one man, but 
is more than sufficient to the extent 
which any assistance rendered by a 
second man enables the overall time 
to be reduced. 

Preparing and Stabling Time is 
Matter for Management. 

Electric locomotives are not utilised 
on any of the other systems involved 
in the present proceedings, and al-
though the difficulties on account of 
interstate variations in practice do 
not at present exist as in the case of 
electric passenger Drivers, there is 
equal reason why the determination 
of the allowance should be left to the 
management. 

The most striking feature of Mr. 
Crough's evidence regarding time 
allowances to Electric Train Drivers 
is the positive indication ;which it con-
veys of the reasonable arrangements 
in force in Victoria and the considera-
tion which has been shown to the men 
by the management. Local conditions 
must govern the time which is reason-
ably necessary in connection with all 
the matters referred to under Claim 
39, and it is contended that the deter-
mination of the time to be allowed 
should be left to the manageemnt. 

Meal Relief Not Necessary on Electric 
Locomotives. 

Meal relief is not provided for 
Drivers or Assistants on electric loco-
motives as it is not considered neces-
sary. There are two men on each 
locomotive. The Assistant may have 
lunch at almost any time during his 
shift without interference with his 
duty of observing signals. There is 
no pilot valve (dead man's handle) on 
electric locomotives, and this allows 
the Driver to have his hands free to 
a  greater extent than on electric pas-
senger trains. With this freedom and  - 
the assistance of  a  mate who has no 
duties to distract his attention from 
signals, it is not difficult for the Driver 
to have lunch in running if necessary. 
Generally, however, there are ample 

 

 



Advocates N.S.W. System of 
Meal Reliefs. 

Naturally, as the men are paid for 
the whole of the interval, the Depart-
ment reserves the right to call upon 
them to take up duty in an emergency 
hut in actual practice it is exceptional 
for an Electric Train Driver to be 
called upon to do any work until after 
the completion of at least 20 minutes 
for his meal interval. In any case, 
it would be quite practicable if the 
meal interval were arranged without 
pay to definitely book a man off and 
to permit him if he desired to leave 
the premises during the whole of the 
meal interval as is done in many other 
railway grades. 

In dealing with an application by 
the A.F.U.L.E. for the provision of 
Victorian conditions in regard to Elec-
tric Train Drivers in New South 
Wales, his Honor Judge Beeby pre- 

Witness 
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opportunities for taking food during scribed the following conditions in re-
intervals on goods trains in standing gard to meal intervals in Award No. 
time on shunting shifts. 1029, Clauses 4 and 5:— 

Although the minimum time allowed 	4. When an employee is booked 
Electric Train Drivers on passenger 
train is 20 minutes, the actual inter-
val is always longer as far as the 
Jolimont Drivers are concerned, as in 
addition, reasonable time is allowed 
for walking from the point of relief to 
the meal room and from the meal 
room to the point at which duty is 
recommenced. In the case of Elec- 	gency. 

trie Train Drivers released at plat- 	Whilst it may be arguable whether 
forms at Flinders Street and Prince's the period of 30 minutes fixed by the 
Bridge, the walking time varies from Award should not be extended before 
14 to 24 minutes, according to dis- the application of the time with pay, 
tance from the meal room, and con- the provision made in this Award is 
sequently the minimum period of free- certainly more reasonable than would 
dom from duty in connection with be the prescription of conditions such 
meals is from 34 to 44 minutes. The as those which operate in Victoria. 
maximum interval, inclusive of walk- 
ing time, is 62 minutes. If men are re- 	

The evidence of the Union witness 
has not shown any convincing reason 

lieved in the
interval also varies ac- 

 

Jolimont Yard the ex- why the practice of paying Electric 
tent of the intery Train Drivers for the whole of their 
cording to walking time necessary, meal intervals should continue nor 
but in all cases the minimum time at has he advanced any evidence in sup-
the meal room is 20 minutes. The port of the claim for a paid meal in-
average meal interval per 8 hours on terval for Electric Train Drivers and 
duty of all Electric Train Drivers ex-
clusive of walking time as shown on 
statement Y is 251 minutes. 

Meal Reliefs a Privilege Not a Right. 

Mr. Crough indicated that from the 
point of view of the men the arrange-
ments in Victoria are not unsatisfac-
tory, and although the privilege en-
joyed by Electric Train Drivers in 
this connection was voluntarily con-
ceded by the Commissioners prior to 
the operation of any Award on the 
matter, they feel that it should be 
regarded definitely as  a  privilege and 
that if any Award is made in connec-
tion with meal intervals there is no 
justification for making obligatory the 
continuance of the present very 
liberal Victorian provision. 

Electric Loco. Assistants to whom 
this privilege has not been extended. 

The Tramway Award No. 1049, 
Clause 17 (b), provides for meal in-
tervals of 40 to 50 minutes, and this 
is granted without pay, and it is con-
tended that if the Court decided to 
award on this matter at all there is 
no justification for any liberalisation 
of the New South Wales provision in 
Award No. 1029. 

Pres_nt Time Allowances Liberal. 

Commenting on the work of posting 
roster alterations into the roster book, 
Mr. Crough stated that if the Electric 
Train Drivers were relieved of this 
work he would be prepared to ad-
vocate the reduction of the time in 
this claim from 15 minutes to 5 
minutes. It is evident from this that 
Mr. Crough assesses the time neces-
sary for dealing with the rosters at 
10 minutes, but by including 10 
minutes on that account in the pre-
sent claim, the Union is really asking 
for an allowance every day in the 
week to cover things which occur quite 
intermittently, as admitted by Mr. 
Crough and as shown to your Honor 
when you visited the Jolimont depot. 

It was stated by Mr. Crough that 
the claim for 10 minutes' allowance 
relates to the preparation of reports 
in connection with such matters as 
late running, accidents, etc. Ncrrnally 
no allowance is made for such reports 
at present, and taking into considera-
tion the liberality of time illm.va,ices 
as a whole granted to Electric Train 
Drivers, I consider that none is 
justified. 

Cost of Living 

Court Progress 
Steady progress is being made 

with our General Claim before the 
Arbitration Court. The cross exam-
ination of Departmental Witness Mr. 
H. L. Dickinson concluded at midday 
on 16th April. The Court then ad-
journed for the Easter vacation and 
resumed on Wednesday, 23rd April, 
when Departmental Witness, Mr. H. 
Ruglen, read his statement relating 
to Rail Motor Drivers, Electric Loco-
motive Assistants, Electric Train 
Drivers, and time allowances for pre-
paring and stabling engines. 

At the request of Mr. Drakeford, 
the Court then adjourned until Mon-
day, 5th May, to enable the evidence 
of Mr. Ruglen to be examined and 
preparation made for cross examina-
tion. 

The cross examination of Mr. Rug-
len commenced on Monday, 5th May, 
and will probably conclude on Thurs., 8th 
May. It is expected that the next 
Departmental witness will be Mr. 
N. C. Harris, Chief Mechanical En-
gineer, who will be followed by one, 
and possibly two, more witnesses for 
the Victorian Railways Commis-
sioners. 

off for a meal hour of more than 
30 minutes' duration, the time in 
excess of 30 minutes shall be paid 
for as time worked. 

5. Meal hours shall be provided 
for not less than one in each 5? 
hours except on occasions of emer- 

Wages Decreased by 3/- Per Week 

According to the cost of living 
figures compiled by the Common-
wealth Statistician, there has been 
a substantial drop in the cost of 
living for quarter ended March 31. 

The Index number• upon the five 
towns basis for Victoria is now 1717, 
whilst the figu re  which forms the 
base of our wages, under the Federal 
Award, is 1664. By subtracting 1664 
from 1717, it will be seen that there 
has been an increase of 53 points 
in the cost of living figure since the 
commencement of our Award. 

The Adjustment Clause provides 
that where the increase is from 52 
to 73 points, there shall be an in-
crease in the Basic Wage of 3/- per 
week, or sixpence per day. 

As 1664 gave a basic wage at 
the commencement of the Award of 
13/10 per clay, 1717 will give a basic 
wage of 14/4 per clay. This will be 
the basic wage for the quarter com-
mencing May 1, which includes the 
"  Powers' Sixpence." 

The basic wage for last quarter 
was 14/10 per day. This means a 
reduction of sixpence per day to all 
members who are covered by the 
Adjustment Clause of our Federal 
Award. 
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Branch Reports 

WONTHAGGI.—The ordinary meet- 
ing of this branch was held in the 
Drivers' Room on Sunday, April 13, 
before a very good attendance of 
members, Comrade Robertson in the 
chair, The correspondence and News 
Letter were very attentively listened 
to, and freely commented upon. The 
proposed levy to assist the coal miners 
of New South Wales was discussed at 
length, but this branch considers it is 
absolutely essential that when a levy 
is struck the Union be given power 
to enforce payment of same by 
all members, as otherwise it is only a 
voluntary levy and the same members 
contribute to all levies while others 
contribute nothing, which is anything 
but just. Another item that occupied 
the attention of members for a con-
siderable time was the Unemployed 
Insurance Bill, this branch being quite 
prepared to contribute to same, but 
consider that some clause should be 
included that, seeing we would receive 
no advantage whatever from the Bill, 
would act as a kind of lever towards 
the Superannuation Act in this 
respect, that when members who are 
paying into the Superannuation 
Fund are off sick and conse-
quently fall into arrears, they might 
be assisted to pay their arrears from 
the funds of the Unemployed In-
surance Fund to which they have also 
contributed, as some unfortunately 
have had a very lengthy illness and 
consequently have had to struggle 
financially to make up their super-
annuation arrears. The Push and 
Pull train also brought forth a general 
debate, and members are protesting 
against the practice adopted at Nyora 

of cutting off the pusher engine out-
s.d e station limits, and very fre-
gaenly also the train engine leaving 
tie train to take care of itself with 
na hand brakes down, merely relying 
on the air brake which had been ap-
plied before engines were cut off to 
nAd the train on a falling grade. 
This we rightly consider is anything 
but "safety first." Complaint is also 
rife against the instructions issued for 
the guard to ride on the pusher 
engine, hampering the engine crew in 
their work as the engines were built 
with only sufficient room for two. 
Then again we frequently have the 
enginemen's instructor riding on the 
engine, making it a .  puzzle to find 
room to work and keep a lookout for 
signals as required by regulations. A 
fair number of local grievances and 
suggestions were .dealt with and the 
meeting closed at 1 p.m. — E. 
STADUS. 

MARYBOROUGH. — The ordinary 
meeting was held in the Workers' Hall 
on Sunday, April 13, at 2.30 p.m. 
There was a good attendance, and 
Comrade W. Rampling occupied the 
chair. The correspondence read 
caused a good deal of discussion, 
especially the report of the deputation 
to the Minister for Railways, and 
members expressed the opinion that 
we are getting the "cane," and con-
sider it a poor reward for organised 
labour affiliated with A.L.P. and work- 
ing to put Labour into office to find 
that there is no relief from the old 
Tory system. Members generally will 
have to consider the question of the 
expense involved in the creation of 
Labour members if a different line of 
treatment is not soon forthcoming. 
There is ample room to save money if 
the Minister cares to adopt some of 
the recommendations of the Royal 
Commission. The economy board 
made a cut in Maryborough, and along 
with other things done was the aboli-
tion of one tube cleaner. This was 
poor judgment as more than half a 
dozen tube cleaners' wages have been 
lost in the price of coal, as the 
engines commenced to steam badly 
immediately, and are at present in a 
bad way. This matter caused a big 
discussion, which ended in the so-
called Coal Conservation Board being 
reminded that the enginemen have no 
desire to be represented on it when it 
is prepared to tolerate the first essen-
tial to saving coal being cut out, viz., 
a tube cleaner. The Coal Board has 
always been regarded with a certain 
amount of suspicion, and this kind of 
business will not tend to right 
matters. Members here are being 
cautioned when time is lost, and the 
debits are chiefly between Donald and 

MMaryborough, where a comparison of 
the Donald and Maryborough men is 
made, and after a lengthy debate it 
was agreed that, in order to get the 
protection necessary the speed charts 
be examined, it being considered that 
the times are being squared up in one 
instance, whereas in the other there 
is no squaring being done. While the 
intentions are no doubt done in good 
faith, it is no protection to one sec- 
tion, and is leaving all the battling to 
Maryborough enginemen to have the 
southern coal withdrawn from the 
depot, despite the fact that Donald 
enginemen have dropped the plugs in 
an effort to use the coal and show a 
clean. sheet. The regulation height of 
water in the glass is disregarded from 
enginemen's instructor down. To 
change over and find no water in the 
glass, engines low in steam, and the 
bunker combed for lumps is no un-
common occurrence, and it is up to 
the enginemen, who know that the 
chief cause is the southern coal, to 
give battle to have it abolished and 
force the Labour members to mine 
Wonthaggi coal and give work in this 
State, instead of giving work to an-
other State. Business has been fairly 
brisk although there has been an 
easing off of down loading. All 
supers are still getting full time. 
There was a further list of items 
agreed to for local attention. This 
branch was not in favour of striking 
a levy to assist the coal miners. This 
branch considers that some of the 
energy used in an endeavour to have 
a levy struck should be used to have 
the State mine developed and give 
enginemen relief from the present 
conditions. Complaints re bad repair 
to engines are again to the fore, and 
it is evident that someone is falling 
down on his job as the "attended to" 
or "examined fit to run" stunt that is 
recorded in the repair book will not 
keep the engines in running for a 
very lengthy period, and the engine-
men would welcome a change before 
any further complaints are made.—F. 
CHAMBERLAIN. 

WODONGA. — The usual monthly 
meeting of the Wodonga Branch was 
held on Sunday, April 13, at 11 a.m., 
Comrade 'E. Fitzpatrick presiding over 
a very lair attendance. Minutes of 
previous meeting were read and con-
firmed and the business arising out of 
same satisfactorily dealt with. Corre-
spondence read and received. Then 
News Letter was read and listened to 
with the usual amount of interest. 
General business was then brought 
along. We had, a fair amount of local 
items to deal with, also a couple of 
others to go to the higher branches. 
We had one item that caused a great 
d_al of discussion, that being the one 
in connection with the coal miners' 
levy. The members present were not 
prepared to support a levy to assist 
the coal miners of New South Wales. 
There is plenty of work still offering 
at our depot. As there was no fur-
ther business forthcoming, and the 
dinner heur had encroached upon us, 
the chairman declared the meeting 
closed at 12.45 p.m.—G. H. LYNCH. 

KORUMBURRA. — The usual 
monthly meeting was held in the 
InstituLe class room on Sunday, April 
13, at 10.30 a.m. Comrade Madder 
occupied the chair and had a fair at-
tendance to keep in order. The 
minutes of previous meeting were 
read and confirmed, and correspond-
ence received and dealt with. Mem-
bers were pleased to hear of the suc-
cessful appeals of our comrades con-
cerned in the Tooradin collision, show-
ing that members should always be 
financial on the books. There was a 
good deal of discussion on the pro-
posed levy for the N.S.W. coal miners, 
but eventually it was turned down. 
Trade has been pretty lively up this 
way lately; hoping that it will keep 
up near the mark and thus avoid men 
standing down. General business 
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being fairly light, the meeting closed 
at 12.30 p.m.—H. BOARDER. 

GEELONG.—Geelong Branch held 
its usual monthly meeting in Drivers' 
Room at 2.30 p.m. on April 13, Mr. 
Fuller presiding over a fair attend-
ance, but on this occasion room for im-
provement was noticeable. So com-
rades turn up in greater numbers in 
the future as it is up to you to give 
every assistance possible to further 
the interests of your organisation and 
members generally as co-operation 
and assistance is sadly needed at the 
present juncture. When we see our 
officers putting up such a splendid 
fight on our behalf against tremen-
dous odds, it is certainly up to each 
and every one concerned to do their 
bit. The question of striking a levy 
to assist coal miners who are locked 
out in N.S.W. came in for lengthy 
discussion, and it was finally decided 
not to entertain the idea of same and 
that a better and quicker way would 
be to give a sum of money out of 
Union funds if same is permissable. 
Members were surprised at some of 
the replies given to a deputation by 
the Minister for Railways, and judg-
ing by same, we need not look for 
much relief from that quarter. Quite 
a number of items were listed for 
D.R.S.S. and Depot Foreman. The 
meeting terminated at 5.45 p.m.—
R. ELLIS. 

ECHUCA. — The April meeting of 
the Echuca Branch was held in the 
Drivers' Room at 10.30 a.m. on Sun-
day, April 13. In the absence of Com-
rade Ryan, who was on a special to 
Bendigo, Comrade Mackie presided 
over a poor attendance of members 
caused by four regularly attending 
members being away at Bendigo and 
Balranald. The minutes of the previ-
ous meeting were read and confirmed. 
The News Letter was read and con-
tained some interesting reading. The 
boys present were pleased to see Com-
rades Williams and Dodge back on the 
footplate again. It was unanimously 
decided to reject the proposal to strike 
a levy to assist the coal miners of 
N.S.W. As there was no further 
business offering, the meeting closed 
at 12 noon.—A. E. MATTHEWS. 

BALLARAT. — The usual monthly 
meeting of the Ballarat Branch was 
held in the Ballarat East waiting 
room on Sunday, April 13, a fair at-
tendance of members being present. 
We have not yet reached finality with 
the rosters. The representatives of 
the men concerned have been selected 
for the proposed conference with an 
officer from head office, and we are 
hopeful that the outcome of this con-
ference will result in a settlement of 
the rosters at this depot. It was de-
cided that the voluntary subscription 
list in support of the coal miners 
should be continued in preference to 
a levy. We were pleased to see that  

the efforts of the Union were success-
ful in securing justice for our com-
rades who were concerned in the Too-
radin mishap. Acting Driver Moss-
field, who was allowed only half pay, 
has now been granted full pay for 
time lost. Acting Driver Mossfield 
had his fingers badly crushed when 
lowering the dump grate handle on an 
N class engine. We have had quite a 
number of accident cases here lately. 
Two of our members are off injured 
at present, so that the General Secre-
tary and Executive are kept busy 
from this branch in dealing with acci-
dent pay cases, all of which have been 
brought to a successful conclusion. A 
past member's certificate was to have 
been presented to Ex-Driver Ryan, 
but it was not to hand from the 
framers, and as Ex-Driver Ryan did 
not come along, the certificate will be 
forwarded to his private address. 
Members will be sorry to hear that 
Ex-Fireman Treloar is in very poor 
health. "Vic" resigned some time 
ago to accept a position as Driver 
at the Electric Supply Company's 
power house. We appeal to members 
to keep themselves financial and to 
pay their contributions quarterly and 
thus make the work of our branch 
secretary a little easier. Several 
items were listed for deputation to 
Foreman. The meeting closed at 5 
p.m.—J. COX. 

ARARAT. — The monthly general 
meeting of the local branch, held in 
the V.R.I. Rooms, was largely at-
tended. Members generally are to be 
congratulated on their attendance, and 
hope is expressed that the interest in 
their own welfare will continue on an 
equally high plane. After a lengthy 
correspondence had been dealt with, 
the notice of motion by Comrade C. 
Gazzard re the old six-handed roster 
was surprisingly quickly dealt with. 
Numerous items for local deputation 
were brought on including a cover on 
the turntable, which has been a long-
felt want. The chairman, Comrade P. 
Fisher, had the pleasure of perform-
ing a very pleasing duty, that of pre-
senting to our ex-secretary, Comrade 
A. Romer, a handsome rug,  and  on 
behalf of Mrs. Romer with a wallet. 
The chairman, in a few well-chosen 
words, spoke of the good work 
"Andy" had done for the members 
generally, and expressing the regret 
of all, and hoped that he would live 
long to carry on the good work. As 
some evidence of the esteem of the lo-
cal shed employees, Messrs. Gillas and 
Tydell also were in attendance dur-
ing the presentation. Both expressed 
the keen regret that they and other 
shed employees would feel as Com-
rade Romer had always rendered the 
utmost assistance in every project 
that had the general improvement of 
employees' conditions, both industri-
ally and socially. Further general 
business being concluded, the chair-
man thanked members for their at- 

tendance and declared the meeting 
closed at 5.45 p.m. 

A special meeting was held in the 
V.R.I. on March 23, Comrade C. Crick 
in the chair in the unavoidable 
absence of Comrade P. Fisher. The 
chairman welcomed Comrade W. L. 
Williames, of the Central Executive, 
who was in attendance. Comrade 
Williames thanked members for their 
welcome and expressed pleasure at 
being present. The method of having 
Drivers examine their own trains be-
tween the hours of 10.45 p.m. and 2 
a.m. is causing some feeling, and it 
was moved that the matter be for-
warded on to the Executive to deal 
with. Comrade Williames was then 
called on to present Comrade Romer 
with a past secretary's certificate, 
which he did in his usual efficient 
manner. Comrades Lawford, Gra-
ham, Crick and James supported 
Comrade Williames' remarks, eulo-
gising the past performance of Com-
rade Romer. "Andy," in reply, 
thanked all for the assistance they 
had rendered him and for the splendid 
certificate, and outlined his career as 
an industrialist, of which, to say the 
least, anyone might have been justly 
proud. Comrade Williames then ad-
dressed the meeting and spoke for 
some time on matters connected with 
Arbitration Court, Unemployment In-
surance Scheme, Executive doings, 
and industrial matters generally. 
After being bombarded with questions, 
which were answered to the satisfac-
tion of everybody, the chairman 
called on Comrade Romer to move a 
hearty vote of thanks, which was re-
ceived with acclamation. Mr. Wil-
liames responded in a few well-chosen 
remarks, stressing the point that 
members should support the Labour 
movement, both industrially and 
otherwise. The chairman then closed 
the meeting at 5.50 p.m. and thanked 
the members for their attendance.—
L. PARKER. 

BENDIGO.—A meeting of the Ben-
digo branch was held in Drivers' Room 
at 2.30 p.m. on April 13. Mr. Perkins 
was in the chair and there was a 
moderate attendance of members con-
sidering there was an item on the 
meeting notice: the advisability of 
placing a levy on the members to as-
sist the coal miners of New South 
Wales. This should have secured a 
large attendance as, when a levy is 
struck, the Executive expect it to be 
paid by all members, and to those who 
say what is the Union doing they 
should come to the meeting and see 
the way the Executive look after their 
interests. The members present con-
gratulated the Executive on the able 
manner in which the case of Dr. Wil-
liams and mate was fought and won 
before the Board of Discipline. Mem-
bers should realise this and keep finan-
cial in the Union. This branch was 
opposed to a levy being struck, as 
requested by the A.C.T.U. A few 
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items were listed for the Depot Fore-
man, which should be satisfactorily 
dealt with locally. Traffic is still keep-
ing up and all the men are working 
full time. Meeting closed at 4.45 p.m. 
—V. A. COLLINS. 

COLAC. — The ordinary monthly 
meeting of the Colac branch was held 
on Sunday, April 13, at 2 p.m. Branch 
Chairman Comrade J. Stafford pre-
sided over a fair attendance of mem-
bers. The usual routine of business 
was set in motion by the Secretary 
reading the minutes of the previous 
meeting, which were duly confirmed, 
and the business arising out of the 
minutes dealt with, we came to a 
large bûndle of correspondence which 
was received, and members dealt with 
it accordingly. The proposed levy 
by the A.C.T.U. on members of the 
Union, to assist the coal miners, did 
not receive a vote in favor of the 
proposal. The Unemployed Insurance 
Bill proposed by the State Parliament 
does not appeal to members of this 
branch, and further definite informa-
tion is required as to the main ob-
jects of the Bill in general. Corres-
pondence was received in relation to 
alteration of preparing and stabling 
the engine at Mortlake, also in refer-
ence to Dritter J. De Medici, of Mort-
lake, only receiving half-pay on ac-
count of being off duty through in-
juries received on duty. Comrade C. 
Goudy only received half-pay whilst 
off duty through being injured on duty 
at Crowes. The injury pay cases have 
yet to be finalised at Head Office. The 
News Letter was read and was very 
interesting to all, especially in rela-
tion to the Discipline Board cases. 
The deputation to the Minister of 
Railways was, in a way, sympathetic 
to the requests made by the deputa-
tion, but that  •  does not get us far 
towards a definite decision one way 
or the other. Items taken up with 
the D.R.S. Supt. since last branch 
meeting have been satisfactorily final-
ised, except the Locomotive No. 828. 
By all accounts, this iron horse needs 
a good overhaul in hospital. The run-
ning of the 2 a.m. Goods ex Geelong to 
Warrnambool by Colac crews was dis-
cussed at length, it being contended 
that instead of the Roster Crew run-
ning same from Colac, this particular 
job should be run by a Rouseabout 
Crew, and thus avoid working long 
hours. To be taken up with the D.R.S. 
Supt. The Loco. Hospital Fund was 
listed for discussion, but owing to the 
lateness of the hour, it was decided 
to call a meeting of members of the 
Hospital Fund for Sunday, May 4, at 
2 p.m. The Fund is in a very satis-
factory financial position and has 
proved a great benefit to those who 
have been unfortunate in requiring 
attention at the Hospital either for 
themselves or members of their 
families.—A, HYATT. 

DONALD.—The usual meeting of 
the above branch was held Sunday 
afternoon, April 13, 1930, Chairman 
A. Milkins presiding over a good 
attendance of members. The minutes 
of the previous meeting having been 
disposed of, the meeting settled down 
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to the business on hand. Satisfaction 
was expressed that at last justice 
had been clone and Mr. Williams and 
mate exonerated from all blame in 
regard to the unfortunate mishap at 
Tooradin. The successful issue of 
this case, not to mention others, 
shows what a powerful watch-dog we 
have guarding the rights and inter-
ests of members. The question of 
striking a levy for the coal miners 
was thoroughly thrashed out. Opin-
ion was fairly evenly divided about 
striking a levy. Finally, it was de-
cided not to recommend striking a 
levy, but if a majority of branches 
decided for a levy, to abide with 
their decision and fall into line. 
Several items of a local nature were 
discussed and decided that they be 
left in  the  hands of our capable 
Chargeman, F. Rowley, for attention. 
A couple of items were also for-
warded to the D.R.S.S, for his at-
tention. The mechanical conditions 
of engines coming from the North 
has considerably improved, and it 
is evident that Mildura is getting 
into stride and we would again ask 
the chaps running into the depot to 
help to maintain the improvement by 
booking up necessary repairs. There 
has been a vast improvement to 
what was obtaining  a couple of 
months ago. We still have to struggle 
along with Southern coal dust and 
other unpleasant conditions. Traffic 
has continued brisk for the past 
month, horses returning, manure and 
fodder going forward, that consider-
able overtime has been worked. The 
rush has had the effect of cancelling 
all holiday leave, which should make 
it all the better during the winter 
for the Cleaners.—C. H. MORRISON. 

CENTRAL.—The fourth ordinary 
meeting was held on Sunday, April 
13, Chairman T. Dawson presiding 
over the usual attendance. Members 
stood in silence for one minute out 
of respect to the memory of our late 
Comrade, Bob Meldrum. In connec-
tion with the recommendation of 
" The Australian Council of Trades 
Unions " to strike a levy on a slid-
ing scale to assist the dependents of 
miners in New South Wales, who 
are locked out because the wealthy 
mine-owners refused to pay wages 
granted 'by the Federal Coal Tribu-
nal, it was decided that in view of 
the many calls on the charitable-
minded at the present time, that it 
would be inopportune to impose a 
levy, but members are urged to con-
tribute one shilling a week volun-
tarily. The News Letter contained 
some interesting sidelights on the 
evidence given before the Arbitration 
Court by a certain Departmental wit-
ness who on one occasion at least 
handled the truth mighty carelessly. 
The replies of the Minister of Rail-
ways to certain matters raised by our 
General Officers were adversely criti-
cised and a resolution was carried 
expressing our dissatisfaction at his 
attitude to locomotive men. Satis-
faction was expressed that our Com-
rades, Driver A. O. Williams and 
Fireman F. Dodge, were exonerated 
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by the Appeal Board from blame in 
connection with the Tooradin acci-
dent. Justice was belated, but better 
late than never, as it was generally 
thought that this engine crew were 
made scapegoats for some other em-
ployees' carelessness or negligence, 
as the case may be. A social will 
be held on April 26 in conjunction 
with Jolimont Branch for the pur-
pose of presenting Retiring Members 
certificates. This is the first time 
that a combined social will be held 
and we are looking forward to a 
good time when saying good-bye to 
the retired Knights of the Iron Trail. 
May good fortune await them in 
their leisure hours. From Central 
Branch those who have retired are: 
Peter Allen, Frank Kavanagh, Charlie 
McKeone, Ted Pickett, Dick Lock-
wood, Jack Wilby, Jim Kennedy, 
Billy Dean and Hughie Watson. In-
vitations have been extended to the 
Federal President and Secretary, 
Divisional  .  President and Secretary, to 
be present, but both branches are in 
agreement that no members of Par-
liament shall be invited as we are 
just a little bit weary of their worn-
out platitudes. A Local Conference 
will be held at an early date, when 
it will be asked that retention valves 
on engines 670 and 792 be removed 
near to release valve, so as to be 
more easily accessible to Driver. 
That lock supplied to Fitters to lock 
regulator when effecting repairs to 
engine be used. . That the practice 
of signing men on before their ros-
tered time be discontinued. Avail-
ability agreement not being given 
effect to. Driver being utilised to 
throw out wood except 3n case of 
emergency. That a nominated day 
off duty in lieu of Sunday be granted. 
That when an employee has been on 
duty continuously for five hours, that 
a work through be granted. That a 
certain time be allowed Cleaners to 
put kit away. Work at North Mel-
bourne is keeping up remarkably 
well, and it is hoped that there will 
be no more " standing down " of 
Cleaners, as when traffic is busy they 
are indispensable.—W. LEWIS. 

JOLIMONT.—The Jolimont Branch 
held its ordinary meeting in the Loco. 
Hall on Sunday, April 13, at 1030 
a.m., Mr. A. Pout in the chair. There 
was a fair attendance. Arising out 
of the minutes of previous meeting. 
Mr. J. Lester raised the question of 
the time of meeting for the ordinary 
Branch Meeting, and stated that he 
had definite ideas that the meeting 
time should be changed, and he gave 
notice of motion for next meeting that 
the time of meeting be 2.30 p.m. in 
the Loco. Hall. Mr. N. Pout raised 
the question of booking off for Sun-
days. The Secretary explained what 
had been done, and, as directed, he 
and Mr. A. Pout had interviewed 
Mr. Rist re this matter and Mr. 
Rist decided to equalise as fax as 
possible the booking off so as each 
man would have 50/50 of Sunday 
work offering. Mr. T. Smith con-
sidered that, if possible, the rosters 
should provide for an occasional book 
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off on a Saturday. It was his opin-
ion that the men at Jolimont should 
at least get a Saturday off about 
every three months, and it was de-
cided to ask Mr. Rist to look into 
this matter with a view of putting it 
into effect. Correspondence:—A let-
ter was read from the Divisional 
Secretary, setting out the resolutions 
carried at the A.C.T.U. Congress re 
striking a levy to assist the coal 
miners in N.S.W., and after discus-
sion  a  resolution was carried to take 
a referendum of  the members to see 
if they were agreeable to pay 2/-
per pay - to assist the coal miners. 
A letter was read from the Central 
Branch Secretary, asking the Joli-
mont Branch to give consideration to 
a request to make the forthcoming 
Smoke Social a joint affair as there 
were nine members retiring from Cen-
tral and principally old members, and 
after discussion the meeting decided 
to agree to the request from Cen-
tral Branch. Members expressed the 
opinion that it would have the effect 
of creating a better feeling amongst 
the members. The meeting then de-
cided to leave the management of 
the Smoke Social in the hands of  a 
joint Committee, The meeting also 
decided to recommend to the joint 
Committee that Mr. C. Collins, Divi-
sional Secretary; Mr. R. Matherson, 
Divisional President; Mr. A. S. 
Drakeford, Federal President; and 
Mr. Galvin, Federal Secretary, be in-
vited to the Smoke Social. Further, 
from the Divisional Secretary, re-
ordering Certificates for retiring 
members. Also re resolution sent 
from Jolimont Branch from February 
meeting, on the legality of using 
Sunday time to make up the 96 
hours guarantee period, and in view 
of the decision of Judge Drake-
Brockman, as published in the Foot-
plate of March 12, 1930, it was not 
considered necessary to obtain legal 
advice. The next business was the 
election of two Branch Auditors, Mr. 
W. Thompson and K. Shaw, were 
the only nominees, and were elected 
Auditors for the year 1930. Mr. R. 
Morrison complained that his rota-
tion was finishing at 12.47 a.m. on 
Sunday and was 5 a.m. on Monday. 
The Secretary was instructed to take 
this matter up with the Roster Com-
mittee. General Business:—The light 
Signals between Footscray and St. 
Albans were complained of as being 
too powerful; also complaint that at 
Hawksburn, Armadale and Malvern, 
on the through lines, with  a  7-car 
train, shows a green light in the rear 
which can be taken for a Guard's 
Signal. The Secretary was instructed 
to take this matter up with Mr. 
Rist. It was also brought under 
notice of the meeting that on Mon-
day night next the St. Kilda Goods 
Train was to be propelled from Flin-
ders St. yard to St. Kilda, it would 
aPPear that this is done to save some 
little overtime incurred by the St. 
Kilda men, the meeting decided to 
protest against this train being pro-
pelled as it was not considered safe 
In wet or foggy weather. Meeting 
closed at 1.5 p.m.—J. CROUGH. 

On Monday, March 17, a deputa-
tion consisting of Mr. R. Matheson 
(President), Mr. W. Regan (Execu-
tive Member, Jolimont) and Mr. C. 
Collins (General Secretary), waited 
upon the Minister of Railways. 

The Items discussed and the Min-
ister's replies are published for the 
information of members. 

Victorian Railways 
(Copy.) 	Minister's Office, 

Melbourne, C.1. 
April 23, 1930. 

Dear Sir,— 
Adverting to the representations 

made by representatives of your 
Organisation, who waited upon me 
on the 17th ultimo, in regard to 
several matters, I may say that I 
have discussed them very fully with 
the Departmental Officers, and my 
replies thereto are as set out here-
under:— 
Item No. 1.—Application for a re- 

fund of medical expenses of Elec- 
tric Train Driver W. H. Danks. 
Mr. Danks was granted full pay 

whilst off duty through the accident. 
and, in accordance with the general 
practice of the Department, he was 
allowed one guinea as first aid treat-
ment. 

Occasionally, cases arise in which 
the circumstances entitle the em-
ployee to the more liberal treatment 
as provided under the Employers' and 
Employees' Act. In such cases, 
where there is sufficient justification, 
the Department pays the medical ex-
penses in part or in whole. In order 
that Mr. Danks' case should receive 
Proper consideration in that respect, 
it was; ubmitted to the Crown Solici-
tor for opinion, and he advised that 
it did not come within the scope of 
that Act. 

•  Bearing in mind that the Depart-
ment treated him more liberally than 
he was le,rally entitled to under the 
Workers' Compensation Act, and in 
view of the Crown Solicitor's opin-
ion. T do not feel that I would be 
justified in acceding to your request. 
Item No. 2.—Objection to Mr. Ruglan 

being permitted to d rive electric 
trains. 
I am advised that Mr. Ruglan, in 

order to widen his knowledge and 
experience, attended the school of 
instruction in electric train driving. 
Fe was then authorised to gain prac-
tical experience on the road in the 
same way as an engineman who is 
nualifying as an Electric Train 
Driver- Since then he has passed 
the full examination to which any 
Electric Train Driver is subjected, 
including examinations in vision, 
he^ring, roads and signals. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the 
Department reserves to itself the 
right to recuire an Officer to malifv 
in the duties of any position he 
may have to supervise, my own per-
sonal opinion, after having gone 
into the matter very fully with the 

Commissioners, is that the supervis-
ing staff of the Branch should be re-
cruited from the locomotive running 
staff, as an incentive and an avenue 
for promotion to men entering the 
service, and I have expressed this 
opinion to the Departmental Officers. 
Item No. 3.—That Electric Train 

Driver Dunstan be granted some 
payment beyond the date of his 
retirement on 23/12/'29, when he 
reached the maximum retiring age 
of 65 years. 
As Mr. Dunstan was paid full pay 

on account of the accident up to the 
date he reached the compulsory retir-
ing age of 65 years, he automatically 
ceased to be an employee of the 
Department. As a matter of fact, 
Mr. Dunstan did not suffer any mone-
tary loss, but, unfortunately, was 
laid up owing to the accident at the 
time when he should have been on 
his final leave. 

In all the circumstances, I regret 
that, in view of the financial posi-
tion of this Department, and the 
State generally, I cannot agree to  . 
your request. 
Item No. 4.—That overtime worked 

by crews on the Commissioners' 
train  be booked off. 
Directions have been issued that 

the overtime worked by the crews 
referred to shall be booked off. 

Yours faithfully, 
(Sgd.) JOHN CAIN, 

Minister of Railways. 

The replies are disappointing, and 
in at least one instance not in accord-
once with the verbal reply given to 
the deputation. as when discussing 
item No. 1, before the case had been 
fully explained, the Minister stated 
that he was in sympathy with the 
claim and, as it was only a matter 
of £5/5/- in dispute, he would see 
what could be done to meet the 
wishes of the deputation, as it was 
his opinion that this amount should 
be paid. 

Tn regard to Item No. 2, the Min-
ister promised to have it definitely 
laid down that once Mr. Ruglan or 
any other Departmental Officer took 
charge of an electric train, that he 
would be held responsible for the 
safe working of the train. Unfor-
tunately, this has not been included 
in the official reply. 

The reply to Item No. 3 is remark-
able, as the reason for declining the 
r'ouest is the financial position of 
1- 1, -  Railway Department, and the 
F'`-+e generally. When discussing 
this item. the Minister definitely 
stated that if times were normal, 
he would pay the claim, as he 
realised that Dunstan had a lust 
Clair^. It is hard to understand how 
n -Labor Minister can deny iustice to 
lvir Dunstan by pleading the finan-
cial position of the Railway Depart-
ment. 

The reply to Item No. 4 is satis-
factory. 
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MATTERS FINALISED WITH  
COMMISSIONERS' STAFF  

BOARD  

Driver Meikle, Benalla; no pay re-
ceived time lost, 19/2/30 to 1/3/30,  
owing to injuries received to his  

back whilst coaling engine at  
Benalla.  
As engine had been put away with-

out coal, and Meikle was assisting  
the Department by taking a barrow  

of coal when there was no one in  
charge of coal stage, full pay to be  
allowed.  

Driver DeMedici, Mortlake; protest  

against only being paid half pay,  
time lost, on account of broken rib.  
R.M.O. reports that there was no  

evidence of any blow to rib, but frac-
ture caused by contraction of muscles  

when DeMedici was handling pricker,  
due to limey nature of bones. As  
this is  a  constitutional weakness, only  
prepared to accept liability to the  

extent of half pay.  

Delay in supplying goggles to En-
ginemen at cost price.  
Type of goggles now decided upon.  

Will have action taken to invite early  

tenders for supply of goggles.  

Super Cleaner White, Ballarat; claim  
to be paid Sunday-away-from-home  

allowance whilst at Skipton from  
20th to 22/12/29.  
Not prepared to grant claim as,  

although White acted as Fireman on  

train Ballarat to Skipton, consider he  
was temporarily transferred to Skip-
ton and is not .  entitled to Sunday-
away-from-home allowance.  

Not prepared to pay more than  
actual time worked as C.M.E, reports  

that White was not disadvantaged by  

being temporarily transferred to  

Skipton as during the period no Super  
Cleaner at Ballarat, junior to White,  

received more time than White.  

Cleaner Kettle, North Melbourne;  

claim for payment time lost, owing  
to injuries received whilst on duty  

assisting Fitters.  
Full pay to be allowed as Kettle  

had no control over cause of injury.  

Driver H. Nichols, Benalla; claim for  
payment, time and expenses visit-
ing Melbourne for examination by  
Sir James Barrett, as determined  
by Superannuation Board.  
No authority to authorise payment,  

as Nichols has retired from the ser-
vice. Consider matter for Superan- 

nuation Board to determine. Com-
missioners prepared to grant pass in  
this and other similar cases.  

Driver Holt, Murchison East; claim  
for payment, time lost, 26/12/29  
to 18/1/30, on account of under-
going operation to foot.  
Not prepared to grant claim as  

Holt injured his foot whilst on duty,  
1/7/29.  

Matter reported but no time lost.  
Holt commenced annual leave  
26/12/29 and, after resuming duty,  
claimed accident pay.  

Examined by R.M.O., who reports  
that there is no evidence of any  
connection between previous injury  
and operation.  

Prepared to re-open case if Holt  
can submit any medical evidence that  
operation was necessary on account  

of injuries received whilst on duty  
1/7/29.  

Fireman Smith, North Melbourne;  
claim for payment, time lost, owing  
to injury to eye caused by coal  
dust.  
R.M.O. reports eyes inflamed, but  

not due to any foreign body having  
been in them. Smith suffering from  

iritis in one eye. Ambulance Officer  
Lee, who attended Smith, reports  

that no foreign body removed from  
eye. In view of report of R.M.O.  
and Ambulance Officer, no pay to be  
allowed for time lost.  

Driver McClusky, not receiving de-
finite reply in writing that he is  
to be regarded as in the general  
pool of Drivers and entitled to the  
full rates and privileges whilst em-
ployed upon shed work at North  
Melbourne.  
Matter discussed at length. Mc-

Clusky in attendance, and informed  
that ne is to be regarded as  a  Driver,  
and in the event of his job at North  
Melbourne being abolished, he will  
have full rights as  a  Driver for  
retirement, on account of physical  
incapacity to perform his duties as  
a- Driver. If McClusky so desires,  
he can be re-examined in color sense  
after having his annual leave, im-
mediately following the Easter Holi-
days.  

Driver Cooper, Maryborough; further  
protest against only receiving half  

pay time lost, owing to injuries  
received to foot, caused by seat  
of Dde engine falling on his foot,  

and contention that he was work-
ing at high pressure at the time.  
Matter further investigated. Re- 

ports state that Cooper was relieved  

in Maryborough yard 6 a.m., which  
would then allow him 15 minutes to  
return to shed and a further 55  

minutes to prepare the pilot engine.  
Would not be necessary for him to  
work at high pressure and, if time  
was not sufficient, he should have  
applied for assistance. Not pre-
pared to allow more than half pay.  

Fireman Troy, Ballarat; 	protest  
against no pay received for time  
lost owing to injuries received to  
toe, caused by lump of coal falling  
from bunker.  
Injury not reported until several  

clays later, R.M.O. of opinion that  
septic condition of toe could not have  
arisen from daté of injury -to time  

of going off duty. In view of fur-
ther report received from Ballarat  
Doctor, will give Troy benefit of the  
doubt and accept liability to the  

extent of half pay for all time lost.  

Actg. Driver Jennings, Ouyen; claim  
to be paid driving rate whilst em-
ployed firing on account of being  
appointed to full time driving posi-
tion at Ouyen.  
instructions now issued Jennings  

to be paid at driving rate  for  all  
time worked as Fireman.  

Leading  .  Mechanic Wilson, ex-Rail  
Motor Driver; application to be  
classed as Sub-Foreman on account  
of extra duties and increased re- 
sponsibility at Jolimont garage.  

Commissioners now agree to Wil-
son being classed as Foreman. Fore-
men's Classification Committee to  
meet and classify position. Pending  
this decision, Wilson to be paid an  
allowance to bring his rate up to  
that of 7th class Foreman.  

Fitter's Assistant Kellow, Traralgon;  
application refund of amount paid  
for repairs to truss supplied by  
Department.  
Not prepared to grant claim, as 

it is not the practice to maintain 
truss except in cases where truss  
or other appliances supplied by De-
partment prior to passing of Work-
ers' Compensation Act. 

MATTERS FINALISED WITH MR.  
STAMP, SUPT. OF LOCO. RUNNING  
Driver Sleeth, North Melbourne;  

report that Signal on Post 81, No.  
10 road, Flinders St., did not re-
turn to stop position after train  
had passed and that signal was  
at proceed position with train in  
section.  
Matter investigated. Signals Branch 

report that this signal has no  re- 
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verser and is not controlled by track 
circuit, and that the Signalman 
failed to promptly restore the lever 
to its proper position, after train 
had entered section. 

Signalman to be given G48 for 
breach of Regulation. 

Poor visibility, Signals 32 and 34, 
Franklin St. 
Complaint investigated. 	Instruc- 

tions issued more attention to be 
given to the cleaning of the lights 
cf these signals. Papers referred 
to Mr. Rist, who has reported visi-
bility now good. 

l'oor visibility, Signals 1 and 3, No. 
1 Road, Flinders St. 
Signals Branch report signals in 

good condition and visibility satis-
factory. 

Driver Garland, North Melbourne; 
protest against Porter at Flinders 
St. closing tap on train pipe when 
coupling jumped off and train 
parted, which may have resulted 
in rear portion of train being left 
in section. 
Action taken by Porter contrary 

to regulations. Efforts are to be 
made to locate the Porter and warn 
him that he must not interfere in 
matters of this nature. 

Request that disc signals be pro-
vided to control movements of 
trains 6 and 7 roads to " C " siding, 
Ararat. 
Too costly to provide disc signals. 

Instructions issued shunters must not 
foul these roads without permission 
of Signalman in  "  A  "  Box. Full file 
of papers forwarded to Ararat 
Branch Secretary for information of 
Enginemen. 

Driver 	Brain, Ballarat; 	protest 
against being cautioned sand re-
corded for stalling between Bald 
Hills and Creswick, 4/3/30. 
Not prepared to modify punish-

ment as reports indicate that Brain 
had 20 tons under full load and 
successfully negotiated bank at 
second attempt. Consider stalling 
due to mismanagement and, although 
Brain has a clean record, consider 
caution and record justified. 

As Brain was not given  a  G48 
Form before being cautioned and 
recorded, will see that in all future 
cases, before an Engineman is cau- 
tioned and recorded, that  a  definite 
charge is made against him, and 
he is given  a  G48 Form, and all 
Papers relating to the charge for-
warded to him for his perusal. 
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Protest against instructions issued 
that Guard is to ride on pusher 
engine between State Mine and 
Nyora, instead of in Guard's van. 
Consider that Guard is safer on 

pusher engine than in van. Not 
prepared to alter instructions, as 
there is ample room in cab for en-
ginemen to perform their duty, with-
out being hampered by the Guard 
being on the engine. 

Driver C. Phillips, Bendigo; protest 
against being taken off 10.30 p.m. 
Melbourne goods, 6/4/30, and re-
placed by junior Driver on account 
of not being acquainted with roads 
and signals metropolitan area. 
Matter being investigated. Ar- 

rangements to be made for addi- 
tional Bendigo Drivers to qualify in 
roads and signals, which will pre- 
vent complaints of this nature aris- 
ing in the future. 

Request that more asbestos lagging 
be provided in the cab of  "  X  " 
Class engines. 
Not prepared to recommend, as 

Departmental experts and Engine-
men's Instructors who .have ridden 
on these engines report that the cab 
is not unduly hot and that it is not 
necessary to cover any additional 
portions of  •  the boiler with asbestos 
lagging. 

Request that coal be shovelled for-
ward at Warragul on the morning 
up passenger trains. 
D.R.S.S. reports that assistance is 

now given as desired. 

•  Protest against instructions issued 
that Drivers are to examine their 
own trains at Ararat between the 
hours of 10.45 p.m. and 2 a.m., as 
there is no Train Examiner on 
duty. 
Instructions now issued, the old 

roster for. Train Examiners to be 
reverted to and Train Examiner will 
now be on duty during these hours. 
Altered roster was due to a Train 
Examiner being booked on annual 
leave and not replaced during busy 
traffic. 

Protest against instructions issued 
for Crane Driver Leddick to bring 
engines from Ballarat North Work-
shops to Ballarat Loco., also against 
instructions issued for Leading 
Hand Fitters at Ballarat North to 
learn the signals in Ballarat Yard. 
Leddick is an Ex-Driver and is 

qualified in roads and signals, and 
is therefore eligible to bring engines 
from the Workshops to Loco. Lead- 
ing Hand Fitters to learn signals 
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to ride on engine with Leddick. 
This arrangement is made to avoid 

delay which previously occurred by 
a crew being sent to the Workshops 
and having to wait for engine. 

Driver Walton, Geelong; request for 
ruling as to whether he should 
make statement of Police Officer 
in the event of being involved in 
level crossing, or any other fatal 
accident. 
Ruling given that if a detailed 

statement has been taken by a re-
sponsible Officer of the Department, 
then  a  copy of the statement will 
be handed to the Driver concerned, 
and this copy can then be handed 
to the Police, instead of verbal state-
ment. If no such statement has 
been taken, then the Driver should 
make a statement to the Police, if 
requested to do so. 

Request that shelter be provided 
during wet weather for crews at 
North Melbourne, preparing " S  " 
and  "  X  "  Class engines. 
Reports disclose that  "  S  "  Class 

engines cannot be brought into shed 
as turn-tables would not stand the 
weight of these engines, owing to 
centre foundation not being solid. 

"  X  "  Class engines only placed on 
turn-tables when absolutely neces-
sary. 

Chief Foreman against proposal 
to use Sheer Legs' Road for pre-
paration of engines, but will see if 
" S" or "X"  Class engines that 
have to be prepared during wet 
weather can be placed in this road, 
if not occupied by other engines, 
immediately prior to crew coming 
on duty. 

Driver O'Neil, North Melbourne; 
protest against correspondence re-
ceived on account of declining to 
perform shunting work at Wallan 
on 28/1/30, as this would have 
involved the working of excessive 
hours. 
Matter finalised. No action to be 

taken against O'Neil as he was jus-
tified in declining to carry out in-
structions received from " Control," 
as he had then been on duty exces-
sive hours. 

Request that light be provided water 
Crane, Kilmore East. 
Mr. Boadle, D.R.S.S., reports there 

is no difficulty in locating crane at 
Kilmore East, and the expense of 
providing a light would not be 
justified. 

Request that discs be provided to 
control movements of trains from 
3 and 4 Roads to main line, Euroa. 
Not recommended, as expense 

1 
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would not be justi 
present method of 
signals and point 
factory and similar 
other stations. 

fled. 	Consider 
control by hand 
indicators satis- 
to that at many 

Insufficient time for engine require-
ments on up trip at Colac, engine 
running 4.35 a.m. Geelong to 
Camperdown and return. 
D.R.S.S. reports that 20 minutes 

allowed at Colac is sufficient as 
Colac is considered as a roadside 
station for this train, and 30 minutes 
engine requirements also allowed at 
Camperdown. 

Request that disc be provided to con-
trol movements of trains out of 
Nos. 9 to 13 roads, south end of 
yard, Geelong. 
Cost involved of providing separate 

discs not justified. Supt. of Goods 
Trains Service has notified Trans-
portation Officials at Geelong that 
the irregular method of working disc 
signal which applies No. 9 to No. 
13 Roads must be discontinued. 

Full file of papers forwarded to 
Secretary of Geelong Branch for 
information of members. 

Request that additional time be al-
lowed to light up engine at Dayles-
ford on account of no shed and 
adverse weather conditions. 
Test conducted by Mr. Kennedy, 

Enginemen's Instructor, when engine 
was stabled 6 p.m., lit up following 
morning 4 a.m., no steam. 5.30 a.m., 
100 lbs. steam showing in pressure 
gauge, although lit up with wet wood. 
Recommended that engine be stabled 
with three-quarters of glass of 
water and maximum steam pressure 
when going over pit; that cap be 
provided for funnel, and 8-ft, wood 
be allowed for light-up purposes, but 
no extra time. 

Full file of papers to be returned 
to Daylesford men for their infor-
mation. 

Suggestion from Betterment Board 
that Fireman on Cattle Yards Pilot . 

Ballarat, should be utilised to 
assist loading of stock. 
Matter finalised. Not in favor of 

suggestion. Fireman not to be 
utilised to assist to load stock. Guard 
to assist, as previously. 

Light required Water Crane, Paken-
ham. 
D.R.S.S. reports that crane is 

painted white and can be readily 
located. Too costly to provide light. 

Pit required No. 2 Road, Pakenham. 
No money at present for provision 

of extra pit, although this is on the 
list of necessary works, when money 
is available. Boiler plates to be 
provided to prevent sleepers being 
burnt by hot ashes. Not prepared 
for engines arriving in No., 2 Road 
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to be worked into No. 1 Road, where 
pit is available, as this would cause 
undue delay. 

Request for altered method of work-
ing 13 down and 42 up passenger 
trains between Benalla and Wo-
donga, to avoid crew running 42 
up having to hostie and re-prepare 
engine at commencement of shift, 
for which insufficient time is 
allowed. 
Not prepared to alter existing 

arrangements, as it would involve an 
" A2 " engine standing idle at Wo-
donga for 20 hours each day. When 
good coal is available, there is ample 
time to perform engine requirements 
at Wddonga. 

Pave arranged for Cleaner to 
render assistance and, if work can 
not be done in time, then pilot en-
gine can be utilised to run trains 
Wodonga to Albury and return. 

MATTERS FINALISED WITH MR. 
DICKINSON, ACTG. CHIEF CLERK, 

C.M.E.'S BRANCH. 
Request that crew booked 10.50 p.m. 

relief on passenger pilot should be 
permitted to sign on at North Mel- 
bourne instead of time commencing 
at Spencer Street as this crew is 
frequently required for other work. 
Have issued instructions for Driver 

to sign on at North Melbourne, as if 
crew is required for road work, the 
Driver is utilised, and when signing 
on, if required for other work, 
arrangements can then be made for a 
Cleaner to relieve on the passenger 
pilot, and the Driver who is booked 
firing can then relieve the Driver. 
Not prepared to permit both Driver 
and Fireman to sign on at North Mel-
bourne.  • 

Cleaner Sutton, Wodonga; protest 
against 11 p.m. cleaning shift, Sat-
urday night, being shown as Sunday 
shift and not paid for in period 
ending on Saturday. 
Consider this is a Sunday shift, as 

it is the seventh shift for the week. 
Only disadvantage is that Cleaners 
working• this shift have to wait an 
additional period before receiving 
payment. This Sunday shift is not 
booked off at present. 

Papers relating to this matter for-
warded to Cleaner O'Neil and held by 
him. 

Cleaner Knight, North Melbourne; 
application for ruling as to time 
allowed to make out Cleaners' sheet 
at completion of shift. 
No fixed time allowed. 
Will forward papers to North Mel-

bourne, and give authority to Chief 
Foreman to settle matter locally. 

Cleaners will not be queried if they 
leave the engine upon which they are 
working for the purpose of making 
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out sheet not more than 3 min. before 
sign off time. 

Acting Driver Monk, North Mel- 
bourne; application to be paid driv- 
ing rate, shift worked firing, 8/3/30. 
Not prepared to grant claim as 

Monk not available for driving duty 
performed by junior man, as junior 
man obtained driving duty more than 
four hours prior to Monk signing on 
duty. 

Driver Dewan, North Melbourne; ap-
plication to be paid upon the hours 
basis instead of on the mileage 
basis when running 6.30 a.m. Gee-
long passenger tram. 
Instructions issued crews running 

this train to be paid on hours basis as 
from 24/3/30. 

Protest against Permanent Firemen 
being removed from mixed roster 
working at Ballarat. 
Reports disclose that five selected 

crews are utilised for Sunday passen-
ger running, and as the permanent 
Firemen are not eligible for passen-
ger running, they cannot do the Sun-
day work, which means interference 
with senior Firemen on other shifts. 
Decided that permanent Firemen are 
to be removed from mixed roster, but 
must receive firing work in order of 
seniority. 

Acting Driver Thompson, North Mel-
bourne; claim to be paid interval 
time at Bendigo when oft' duty less 
than 8 hours, 18/1/30. 
Instructions issued Thompson to be 

paid as he was not off duty over eight 
nours. 

Driver Winks and Fireman Crowe, 
North Melbourne; excessive hours 
worked on pilot, 5/3/30. 
Reports disclose no men available 

for relief purposes. All Cleaners 
were utilised for firing duty. 

In addition to the ordinary trains, 
it was necessary to provide 16 addi-
tional relief crews; crews for eight 
special trains; and fill the places of 
eight men who failed to report for 
duty on account of sickness, and 
absent without leave. 

Regret hours worked, but unavoid-
able. 

Driver Titter; excessive hours worked, 
Maribyrnong Pilot, 3/3/30. 
Driver Titter did not apply for re-

lief until he had been on duty 91 
hours. Was then relieved as soon as 
a crew was available. 

Driver Titter; excessive hours, 8/3/30, 
and complaint that wire forwarded 
to his wife, informing her that his 
shift had been altered, was not 
delivered. 



Cleaners Knight and Waters, North 
Melbourne; dispute as to time to be 
paid attending Board of Discipline 
when appeals were upheld. 
Not entitled to payment for full 
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Driver Titter relieved, but had to 
travel home on own train. Wire sent 
to Mrs. Titter at 1 p.m., but not de-
livered until 6 p.m. Delay due to 
postal authorities. 

Position explained to Titter, who 
endorsed the papers, "Noted with 
pleasure." 

Driver Till; excessive hours worked 
5/3/30. 
Driver Till returned light engine, so 

was relieved at viaduct arrival. 

Driver Till; excessive hours, 6/3/30. 
Driver Till travelled passenger to 

Castlemaine to run "up" train. Ap-
plied for relief, 4.50 a.m., crew sent 
to relieve him at 5.20 a.m., but Till 
had then arrived on pit, so left engine 
on pit. 

Shortage of Cleaners at North Mel-
bourne. 
Arrangements made for surplus 

employees to be temporarily trans-
ferred from other positions and used 
for cleaning purposes so that the ser-
vices of all Cleaners will be available 
for firing duty. Employees trans-
ferred from other positions are not to 
displace Supers, but are to be re-
turned to their former positions when 
traffic eases off. 

Cleaner Gorman, North Melbourne; 
application for pass to return to 
Ararat and transfer his wife and 
furniture to North Melbourne. 
As Gorman transferred at short 

notice, pass to be granted. 

Cleaner Simpson, North Melbourne; 
protest against more than one hour 
being deducted from interval time 
at Nyora, 12/3/30. 
As Simpson received two trip allow-

ances for this shift, Department 
entitled to deduct two hours from 
interval or waiting time. As interval 
time was less than two hours, full 
interval time has been deducted. 

Cleaner Lewin, Ararat; complaint of 
being short paid, period ended 
1/3/30. 
Lewin obtained leave for two days, 

so only entitled to 96 hours, less the 
time that he would have worked had 
he not obtained leave for two days. 

Upon the days he was on leave, he 
would have worked in excess of eight 
hours, so is not entitled to ten days 
for period. This is in accordance with 
Commissioners' direction, as Guaran-
tee Clause of Award only operates 
where the employee is available for 
duty for full period.  

day, but only to be paid actual time 
in attendance before the Board, as 
provided by Board of Discipline Act. 

Fireman Orchard, North Melbourne; 
protest against being underpaid 
three hours, period ended 1/3/30. 
Instructions issued three hours to 

be allowed. 

Driver Vanslowe, North Melbourne; 
protest against not being paid trip 
allowance, shift worked 29/1/30, as 
by signing off duty shift extended 
over 10 hours. 
No record of Vanslowe having 

signed off duty. Papers noted by 
Vanslowe. 

Fireman Griffen, Stony Point; appli-
cation to be permitted to occupy 
Departmental house which is to be 
erected at Stony Point. 
Consider that Transportation em-

ployee has superior claims to Griffen 
on account of it being necessary for 
the Transportation employee's family 
to attend school. 

Acting Driver Taylor, Benalla; pro-
test against delay in being paid in-
creased rate of 1/- per day, due as 
from 3/12/29. 
Regret delay in having adjustment 

made. Definite instructions issued 
for matter to receive immediate atten-
tion. 

Suggested 10 crew roster for Won- 
tnaggi crews as submitted by men. 
Mr. Bloomfield has visited Won-

thaggi and conferred with men. Sug-
gested roster with slight alterations 
to be given  a  trial. 

Request that portable be provided at 
Newlyn for convenience of Ballarat 
crew booked to rest each night at 
Newlyn. 
Portable now provided and Works 

Branch report work completed. 

Acting Drivel' Walker, North Mel-
bourne; complaint of only being 
paid at minimum driving rate whilst 
employed on shed duty at North 
Melbourne. 
Not prepared to pay at higher rate 

as this is considered hostling work, 
and no Acting Drivers junior to 
Walker were employed upon driving 
duty on this date. 

Protest from Shepparton men against 
unequal distribution of time. 
Papers referred to men to submit 

roster which would result in a more 
equal distribution of time. Time of 
Driver-in-Charge has been reduced by 
one hour each day as he is now being 
relieved one hour earlier.  

to kits when booked day shift host-
ling at Ballarat. 
Instructions issued for day shift 

Hostler to be assisted by a Cleaner. 
This is  a  temporary arrangement, due 
to rush of traffic. Under normal con-
ditions consider work can be reason-
ably performed by day shift Hostler. 

Fireman Bryant, North Melbourne; 
question of retirement on account 
of ill-health and leave due. 
Commissioners have agreed for. 

Bryant to be retired as from 10/1/30 
and to be granted 14 days' leave due 
prior to this date. 

Complaint of engines not being 
cleaned, Maryborough, Mildura and 
Donald. 
Records show that cleaning time 

has not been up to the standard, but 
on account of falling off in traffic, 
cleaning figure has now increased. 

Driver W. B. Ross, North Melbourne; 
application to be permitted to com- 
mence annual leave April 14 on 
account of illness of wife. 
Instructions issued to North Mel-

bourne, Ross to be granted leave as 
from 14th inst., providing he will 
agree to work a day shift, if neces-
sary, on Thursday, April 17, in the 
event of shortage of Drivers. 

Vacancies for Lighters-up at North 
Melbourne not being filled. 
Super Cleaners who applied for 

these positions are to be appointed in 
acting capacity, and will be paid 
Lighters-up rate of pay, but not pre-
pared to make definite appointments 
in view of uncertainty of future 
traffic requirements. 

Driver Mossfield, Mildura; protest 
against not being paid time claimed 
in connection with stabling of dis- 
abled engine at Mildura on 6/2/30. 
Reports disclose that Mossfield 

stabled three engines and he was 
allowed full 45 min. for each engine, 
as well as an additional 5 min. for 
placing the disabled engine. Not pre-
pared to reverse the decision of 
D.R.S.S., but will arrange for D.R.S.S. 
to interview Driver Mossfield and dis-
cuss the case upon his next visit to 
Mildura. 

Electric Train Driver Kitto; being 
called, upon to furnish medical cer-
tificate whilst suffering from broken 
leg caused whilst on duty. 
As Kitto has only temporarily left 

the hospital and is to again return to 
hospital, injury pay will be put 
through without medical certificate 
being furnished. 

Acting Driver Welsch ,  North Mel-
bourne; not yet received increased 

Acting Driver Sheers, Ballarat; com-
plaint of insufficient time to attend 
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rate due from 5/2/30. 
Matter in hand. Special pay roll to 

be put through within next few days. 

Rail Motor Driver Tate, Deniliquin; 
complaint of transfer to Relieving 
Staff being cancelled. 
Tate was to be appointed to the 

Relieving Staff providing Rail Motor 
Driver Wilson was appointed as first 
class Rail Motor Driver. Wilson did 
not receive promotion, so there is no 
vacancy upon Relieving Staff at 
present. 

Reply explaining the position to be 
sent to Tate. 

Vacancy for Driver upon express and 
passenger running at North Mel-
bourne, vice Driver Meldrum, not 
being advertised. 
This vacancy was filled' from appli-

cations received for' a'similar vacancy 
advertised at the time of Meldrum's 
retirement. Driver Brennan, North 
Melbourne, appointed to vacancy vice 
Meldrum. 

Vacancy for Driver at Bacchus Marsh. 
Driver Field, of Queenscliff, senior 

and successful applicant, but not to be 
transferred until petrol electric dis-
places steam services between Gee-
long and Queenscliff. 

Driver W. A. Brown, North Mel-
bourne; protest against being re-
tained at Ouyen when not required 
for driving duty. 
Arrangements made for Brown and 

other Drivers to be returned to North 
Melbourne. 

Driver Pike, North Melbourne; exces-
sive hours worked, 25/3/30, on 
account of relief crew being held at 
Wallan. 
Reports disclose that Driver Pike's 

train was delayed owing to preceding 
train stalling in section, and this held 
up traffic for three hours. This in-
formation was not available when re-
lief crew was held at Wallan, and 
there was no later down train which 
would enable relief to proceed beyond 
Wallan. 

Full file of papers forwarded to 
Driver Pike for his information. 

Fireman Meade, Ballarat; complaint 
of being underpaid two days whilst 
off injured. 
Matter investigated. Definite under-

payment of one day to be adjusted. 
Also underpaid one day for Christmas 
I)ay, but if this is paid as injury pay, 
will not be entitled to have day added 
to annual leave, as Commissioners' 

ruling is that injury pay is not re-
garded as time worked. 

Protest against Lad Labourer Ste-
vens, of Benalla, being transferred 
to position of Cleaner, as he will 
rank senior to all Super Cleaners. 

Stevens only to be utilised for 
cleaning duty as an extra man. His 
classification is not to be altered, and 
he will not rank senior to any Super 
Cleaners who' were in the service 
before him. 

I'rotest from Elmore crews against 
instructions issued that all coal is 
to be discharged at Elmore instead 
of portion at Elmore and portion at 
Cohuna. 

Elmore crews have their time built 
up by eight hours each fortnight. In-
structions issued to revert to dis-
charging amount of coal previously 
determined, as coal consigned to 
Elmore has been re-consigned without 
authority, to Cohuna. Cohuna not to 
be cut out as coaling station. 

Caller-up Harris, Geelong; protest 
against notice received that his 
services are to be terminated. 

Notice withdrawn. Harris previ-
ously failed vision test. As sug-
gested, Harris has been re-examined, 
and as he is now up to vision stand-
ard for Super Cleaner, his classifica-
tion is to be altered and he will be 
retained as a Super Cleaner. 

Super Cleaner Howlett, Ararat; claim 
to be paid expenses and 96 hours 
for each period, whilst relieving at 
Balmoral. 

Instructions issued Howlett to be 
paid expenses, and although not 
entitled to 96 hours each period under 
the Award, have issued instructions 
that, as Howlett was relieving the 
Fireman, whose time is made up to 96 
hours each period, Hewlett is to re-
ceive similar treatment whilst at 
Balmoral. 

Super Cleaner Stapleton, Ararat; 
complaint of not receiving proper 
turn firing, according to seniority 
on account of insisting upon 12 
hours' interval between shifts. 

Matter mentioned in Arbitration 
Court. Stapleton's complaint of vic-
timisation could not be sustained. 
Consider action of Depot Foreman in 
order as to have brought Stapleton on 
duty for firing work would have in-
volved payment of penalty, and 
Stapleton received payment at firing 
rate for both shifts in question, under 

Electric Train Driver Megson, Joli-
mont; protest against only being 
allowed one hour when reporting 
for duty and shift cancelled 
26/12/29; also claim to be given 
additional day's leave for reporting 
for duty on this date. 
Megson notified that his shift was 

cancelled, but notification which was 
left at his house was not received by 
him. 

When Megson reported for duty, he 
was offered work on another shift 
about four hours later, but declined 
same. 

Not entitled to have day added to 
annual leave, as he did not actually 
work on Boxing Day. Will increase 
time paid from one hour to two hours, 
as provided under minimum allow-
ances of Classification Board's Award. 

Unequal distribution of time at Mil-
dura. 
Time books disclose that during one 

period certain Drivers and Firemen 
were paid up to 15 days, whilst Super 
Cleaners were not paid a full period. 
This was due to the Supers being 
booked off during the first and fourth 
(lays of the period, and then a rush of 
traffic, which necessitated the working 
of overtime by other employees. 

Dispute as to suggested alteration to 
Ballarat rosters. 
As representatives of various ros-c 

ters cannot agree, have definitely de-
cided that the Newlyn rest job, which 
is purely a mixed train, is to be taken 
from the goods roster and placed in 
the mixed roster; that the 6.50 p.m. 
Sunday passenger train is to be taken 
from the goods roster and placed in 
the passenger roster; whilst the 7.5 
a.m. Sunday stand-by for banker is to 
be taken from the passenger roster 
and placed in either the mixed or 
goods roster. 

Iimboola men; protest against having 
to travel from Dimboola to Mel- 
bourne and return, and be exam- 
ined by R.M.O. in one day. 
Instructions issued that in future 

Dimboola men are to travel to Mel-
bourne, booked to rest, be examined 
by R.M.O. the following morning, and 
then return to Dimboola that after-
noon. 

Mixed Functions' Clause of Award. 
Full file of papers returned to 

Stapleton and noted by him. 
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NOTES ON VARIOUS MATTERS 
Deputation on March 18 placed be-

fore Commissioner and C.M.E. full 
particulars of the Union's view in re-
spect to the following matters:— 

(1) Breaches of Award in respect 
to " Hours." Definite assurances were 
given that the matters referred to 
would receive attention and were ac-
cepted in good faith by the Union 
Reps. Excessive hours are still oc-
curring and no further advice has been 
received from the Department, and so 
it seems it will be necessary for the 
Executive to further consider the 
question of putting into operation the 
decision of last Annual Meeting. Such 
will receive the consideration of the 
Executive at an early date, when the 
Department's attitude towards the 
Law will be fully considered, for it is 
rot much use having a maximum_pro-
vision for hours of working if the 
Department disregards continuously 
its obligations and treats the Union's 
conciliatory representations for im-
provement with insufficient regard. 

(2) Repairs to Locomotives are still 
actively engaging the Executive's at-
tention, and particulars of such have 
been supplied to Branches. Members 
might note that it is no good grumb-
ling about the unsâtsfactory condition 
of the engines if you don't book re-
pairs needed and report repairs that 
are booked and not attended to. Your 
Union requires copies of your reports 
and opinions in writing, as verbal 
statements are not acceptable for 
record purposes. 

(3) Fitzgerald Loco. Shed to be 
started immediately carpenters finish 
cottage at Conara. 

(4) Water tanks are to be installed 
at Conara from Sorell. 

(5) Vacant Room on Fingal Line 
station at Conara to be made avail-
able and equipped for visiting Engine-
men. 

(6) Cleaners at present classed as 
Temporary, and so receiving three (3) 
days' less A nnual Leave than Per-
manent hands, will be classed as Per-
rnanent as soon as they insure, as 
required by the Railway Management 
Act and Regulations. 

(7) Application made by Union for 
Fireman Brewer and Sturzaker to be 
paid under the provisions of Clause 
B of Award and assurance given by 

C.M.E. that men would be at once 
re-examined. 

(8) Review of ruling of C.M.E. has 
been sought in respect to pass privi-
lege to Driver Hancock at Fitzgerald. 
No reply yet to hand. 

MONTHLY NOTES 
(1) Further representations have 

been made for necessary additional 
cleaner at Conara depot. 

(2) Matter of Conara men being 
given proper advice of next turn of 
duty, in accord with Award provisions ; 

 represented to the C.M.E. 
(3) C.M.E. issued directions for 

Hobart amended roster (to eliminate 

Tasmanian Division Case of Quarters and Camp Equip-
ment.—Complaint has been received 
from Hobart during the past month, 
alleging that destruction of Depart-
mental property is occurring at and 
near Hobart Quarters, and suggesting 
that such may have been caused by 
Enginemen using Quarters. Such re-
port has been referred back to its 
original source, suggesting that the 
complainant make report to the De-
partment for the Union has no time 
to deal with vague imputations con-
cerning Enginemen and has no time 
to defend Enginemen from any charge 
that may be proven of improper use 
of facilities provided by the Depart-
ment and the Union. It seems to be 
the desire of some men to blame En-
ginemen for all the evils of the earth, 
and in this case it is suggested that 
the officer concerned might make fur-
ther investigation for unwarranted 
imputations are resented equally as 
honest endeavours to properly look 
after Departmental and Union pro-
perty is appreciated. 

(" Mercury," 19/4/30.) 
TRAINS COLLIDE 

Head-on Clash Near Golconda 
Railway Officer Injured 

Engines Damaged 
A head-on collision between the 

goods train which was proceeding to 
Scottsdale and the passenger train 
going to Launceston from Scottsdale, 
occurred about 3 p.m. yesterday, ap-
proximately half-way between Wyena 
and Golconda. Inspector J. Smith, of 
the Railway Department, was the only 
person injured. His injuries were 
slight. 

Serious accidents oni the railways in 
Tasmania are, fortunately, rare, and 
the line from Launceston as far as 
Herrick, in the north-east, has been 
free from disaster that human agency 
could avert. An obstruction on the 
line is always apt to bring a train 
to grief, but in cases of this kind no 
amount of foresight can avert a mis-
hap. In the matter of a head-on col-
lision, however, there is at least a 
suggestion that the accident which 
happened to the train between Iaun-
ceston and Scottsdale might have 
been averted if all the precautionary 
measures which are  laid down to en-
sure the safety of those travelling had 
been observed in detail. The fact that 
the impact took place between a goods 
and a passenger train, and not be-
tween two well-filled passenger trains, 
to some extent accounts for the fact 
that only one person was injured. 

The cow-catcher ci the passenger 
train waS smashed off, also a buffer, 
whilst the remaining buffer was badly 

..'bent. A truck containing fat cattle 
`{on this train was smashed at the end, 

and the cattle, which are said to be 
from the Winnaleah district, escaped 
from the train. Four were recaptured. 
It is considered that the force of the 
impact shot the cattle to one end of 
the truck, and this caused it to col- 

third consecutive night duty after do-
ing Main Line Goods) to be brought 
into operation immediately. 

(4) The C.M.E.'s attention drawn 
to southern complaint that imported 
coal is not being inspected prior to 
delivery being accepted. 

(5) Excessive hours of Fireman 
Johnson represented to C.M.E., who 
explained that relief not being pro-
vided for him was due to misunder-
standing with Foreman's office. 

(6) Commissioner promised to see 
Loco. Foreman re additional sleeping 
accommodation at Hobart. 

(7) Fireman D. Brooks secured cor-
rect classification in accord with period 
of service and now placed immediately 
under Fireman Parsons. Letter of 
thanks received from member con-
cerned. 

(8) Rates of pay for  D.-in-C.  at St. 
Marys secured. Several months' ad-
justment by additional 6d. per day. 

(9) D.-in-C. allowances when on 
Long Service Leave secured as per 
Reg. No. 4, Clause 53. This Claus e . 

has since been amended from April 
28 to provide employees on Long Ser-
vice Leave from the above date will 
not receive allowances in additional 
to ordinary classified wage when on 
Long Service Leave. 

(10) As instructed by Executive 
the negligence of some members 

in respect to their obligations to their 
Union has been given attention and 
in most cases prompt and satisfactory 
response has been given to the repre-
sentations made. 

There are one or two members who 
are taking up the time of their Union 
Officers by their failure to meet their 
obligations to their Workmates and 
their Union when such Union Officers' 
time could be more profitably em-
ployed in members' interests. In due 
course the necessary legal steps will 
be taken against such members and 
when such does occur (possibly prior 
to this appearing in print) such mem-
bers will find their " Bush Law " will 
not stand the acid test. 

(11) Improvements and repairs se-
cured for sleeping accommodation at 
Launceston. 

(12) Respecting Representations 
made for improvement to Railway 
Service F ppeal Board, the Secretary 
to the Minister for Railways advises 
" The Parliamentary Draughtsman 
has been asked to prepare a Bill to 
amend the Appeal Board Act as sug-
gested by the Union with the excep-
tion that no amendment will be made 
to permit the Board to consider Ap-
peals against promotion. 

(13)‘ Resignations of Executive 
Officers, Messrs. H. C. Barnard, M. 
Wise, and H. Edward were received 
and accepted during the past month. 

New Executive Officers appointed 
are as follows:— 

Mr. C. Cassidy appointed Treasurer. 
Messrs. Martin, H. D.; Stephens, lapse and let the animals free. 

R., and Towns, J., appointed 	The Garrett engine on the goods 
Trustees. 	 train was damaged, the cow-catcher 
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being torn off, one buffer smashed, 
and the other damaged. 

The goods train crew consisted of  
J. Morgan, driver; H. Coates, fireman; 
and P. Wells, guard; and the pas-
senger train was in the charge of C. 
Hancock, driver; G. McMahon, fire-
man; and A. Kyle, guard.  

Board of Inquiry  
The Secretary for Railways (Mr. 

C. J. Rollins) stated last evening that  

no definite information was to hand  
concerning the reason of the collision.  
Evidently there was a breach of the  

regulations.  
A board of inquiry was instituted  

yesterday, consisting of the Tr iffic  
Manager (Mr. C. H. Harrison), Chief  
Mechanical Engineer (Mr. H. B. Ben-
nett), and the Chief Engineer for  
Existing Lines (Mr. H. Wherrett).  
Messrs. Harrison and Bennett jour-
neyed to Launceston last evening,  
where they will meet Mr. Wherrett.  

The inquiry will be commenced this  
morning at Launceston.  

Trains in Collision.—On April 15  
last a head-on collision that might  
easily have resulted in much more  
serious damage and probable fatal  
results occurred between a goods  
train (Garratt Engine) and mixed  

train (A. Class passenger engine) at  

the 322-mile on the N.E. Line between  

Wyena and Golconda. As the cause  
of such particular occurrence is at  

present being considered by the De-
partment, it is not desired at this  
stage to make comment as to what  

particular individual or individuals  
may have been at fault to cause such  
a regrettable happening.  

The goods train at the time was  
travelling on staff, and the mixed on  
special authority, and the object of 
such procedure being adopted by the  
officers concerned was to make a spe-
cial crossing at Wyena siding (which  
is not a timetable crossing or staff  

station). The happening while regret-
ted, is one that has been antici-
pated for a very lengthy period under  

the system of working that has been  
in the past a subject of disregarded  
warning by the Union to the Depart-
ment. The system (particularly by  

• its method of operation) involves seri-
ous departure from ordinary staff and  
ticket working, and in its operation  

even the specified regulations are not  
always observed and the whole very  
materially increases the risk of human  

error. The extent to which the sys-
tem and its method of operation has  

grown is totally unwarranted and  
could and should be drastically  
amended. As it exists it is only a  
loop-hole through which official error  
can be pushed out of sight when  
human error occurs, the whole respon-
sibility of detecting not only his own  
mistake but also the mistake of the  
other officers and employees concerned  

falls on the Driver if accident is to  
be avoided. This paper does not de-
sire to shield any engineman from  
his proper responsibilities, but the  
position that present exists, and which  
has existed for some time past, places  

an unfair share on the engine crew,  
and as engine drivers are only human  

the system will, if not amended,  
surely produce in the future not an  
accident like the one above referred  

to, but a catastrophe that will create  
mourning where regret now exists. It  
is upto the Commissioner to take steps  
that will reduce the possibilities of  

human error in train running, and re-
presentations made to produce such  

result cannot be too vigorously em-
phasised by the Railway Unions con-
cerned, for the very lives of their  
members are endangered every day  
that the existing system continues to  
be operated as it has been in the past.  

Long Servic,e Leave.—In respect to  
suggested amendments that it is un-
derstood have been made for amend-
ments to the Long Service Leave  

Regulations this Union has not been  
associated. The Commissioner writ-
ing in respect to such matter states:  

" I do not propose to approach the  

Hon. Minister for Railways in regard  

to any proposals concerning Long  
Service Leave which may be placed  
before the Minister by any of the  
Railways Unions, unless specially re-
quested to do so by the Minister."  

14 Edington Crescent,  
Ref. 74. 	22nd March, 1930.  

The Chief Mechanical Engineer,  
Tasmanian Govt. Railways,  

Launceston, Tasmania.  
Dear Sir,— 

Road Authorities  
By direction of my Executive it is  

desired I should respectfully enquire  
for your ruling (and suggest that such  
should be included or repeated in  
F.N.) in respect to the following mat-
ters of road authorities:— 

(1) In respect to Loco. Running  
from Loco. Yard, L'ton, to N.E.  
Junction. It is often verbally sub-
mitted to Drivers that the T.M. has  
advised Signalmen that they can pull  
Loco. Signal without first setting road,  

i.e., catch points, and that drivers are  

responsible for observing disc signal  
at catch points and would be respon-
sible if they ran past disc signal at  
danger and derailed engine. My Exe-
cutive appreciate fully the measure of  

responsibility that drivers have to  
shoulder, but respectfully submit that  
Loco. Signal should not be pulled off  
until road is set and disc signal is  
turned to green disc, for to do other-
wise is courting a derailment sooner  
or later, for such instruction or ad-
vice is misleading to Drivers and con-
trary to rules governing safe working  
providing for roads to be set prior to  
signals being lowered.  

(2) In respect to trains crossing at  
Blythe (Staff station). 	Nearly all  
Guards on No. 36 give Red Flag to  
No. 21 train and in consequence train  
pulls up at points and time is lost till  
Driver clearly understands it is safe  

for him to bring his train (21) to  
Blythe Platform. Apparently Guards  
are applying flag station signals at  
page 15 of Appendix, i.e., red flag to  
stop 21, instead of giving green flag,  
as provided for in rules governing  

• 

unattended Staff stations to thus  
authorise Drivers to proceed into  
such Staff station yard where there  
are no fixed signals.  

(3) Respecting Clearances given on  
sections at night time between West-
ern Junction and Conara, and vice  
versa. It is understood that from  
Western Junction to Conara only 15  
minutes' interval is provided between  
trains whereas from Conara to West-
ern Junction telephone block system  

operates, and my members query with  
ail due respect, if block system is  
necessary for safety one way, is it not  

equally necessary the opposite way,  
when working of trains of a similar  
nature is performed ?  

(4) Has any decision been arrived  
at respecting altering the working of  
L.C. Forms by the deletion of the  
words LC LC LC, as referred to pre-
viously at deputations during the past  
year?  

My Executive respectfully sug-
gest that these matters should be con-
sidered at the earliest opportunity  
and train crews be instructed or re-
instructed through F.N. as they each  
and all vitally affect safe working.  

Thanking you in anticipation.  
Yours faithfully,  

Divisional Secretary.  
No reply is yet to hand from the  

Department in respect to these vital  

matters of safe working.—(24/4/'30).  

SPREYTON CROSSING ACCIDENT  
Inquests on the Victims  

Accidental Death  
The adjourned inquest on the bodies  

of Edward Jesse Lawson (19) and  
Elsie Mae Lawson (8), who were  
killed when a car in which they were  
travelling collided with a train at Con-
stable's Crossing, Spreyton, on March  

15, was concluded yesterday at Deyon-
port before the Coroner (Mr. J. P.  

Clark).  
Edward Lawson had taken his little  

sister for an outing, and when return-
ing from Latrobe through Spreyton  

their car crashed into the evening  
passenger train from Launceston. The  
gill waG killed outright, and her bro-
ther sustained very serious injuries  
from which he died the same night  
in the Devon Hospital.  

Mr. E. Solomon appeared on behalf  
of the Commissioner for Railways.  
Mr. M. Cunningham was present for  
the Engine-drivers and Firemen's  
Association.  

Evidence was given by eye-wit-
ness"s and by passengers on the  
train to the effect that the whistle  

of the train was sounded continuously.  
Witnesses also stated that the cer was  
travelling fast when approaching the  

crossing.  
The Coroner said the accident was  

most unfortunate. The engine crew  
had done everything possible. and had  
warned the occupants of the car of  

their danger. It appeared that Law-
son had committed a grave error of  
judgment in endeavouring to get over  
the crossing ahead of the train. He  
returned a verdict of accidental death.  
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